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SUMMARY

A theoretical description of the three--body ion-ion
recombination process, X-1-AY+X---->(XV)*-!X ,

is developed

and various approximations such as the 'Bottleneck Model'
to the full treatment are proposed.
applied to the reaction RE, + F

The formalism is then
RgF* +Rg (where

RR= rare gas, such as He, Ne, Ar, Kr -ind Xe) which is a
basic mechanism in the kinetics of the rare gas•halide
lasers feasible for la s er fusio=1. The rate coefficient is
also determined as o function of the neutral gas density
and timporatore.

X

+

process
ion-atom
association
In adelticn, the
+
2X
X2 + X. in which atomic ions are converted to

molecular i -ms
rare

systf.!m3.

a dense plasma, is also investigated for

1

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCIION

Remarkable progress has occurred during the past few
yeors in the research and development of
electronically-excited molecular lasers (excimer lasers)
with high efficiency and high power (J. Ewing, 1978;
C. Werner and F. (eorge, 1976; Ti. Loreuts, 1976, 1977),
especially for the rare-gas halide systems

(EN, 1978).

An

excimer is an aggre g ate, composed of two atoms or
molecules, that

is

repulsive or slightly bound in the

ground state and bound in the excited states. The excited
states of the excimer can radiate in a broad band which
can e,isily be observed when rare gases or mercury at high
pr e ssure are electrically exciLeJ. The radiation is from
the diatcte molecular excimer whiLit is favorably formed
under high prcsfAis:Al which enhaliccs the rueomb*LAJ.?tion of

2
the neutral atoms.

With higher p,:eeeure the rare-gas

halide laser will ineeced he a neryew band with an order
of magnitude higher $timelated

eMiSSiCK

coefficient than

that of rare gas molecules or rere-gas halide at low
e
pressure. The excier emissions are useful as lsers
-12
because the lower levels dissociate rapidly (about 10
-9
-6
sec compared with Lae radiative life time 10
to 10
sec
of the upper molecular level) implying that the population

inversion can be readily achieved and maintained. The
rare-gas halide laser produces an ultra violet radiation

band with high efficiency and

tunability. They are

apparently capable of being ecaled to high averaged powe ,- .

They are therefore expected to

be very useful in

applications as laser isotope separation, laser fusion and
selected photochemical processes.

The physical conditions depend strongly on the class
of laser under consideration. In the case of the
bound-bound transitLons of the form
( xY ) * ----

us -1- -h v
)

pumping is generally direct from the ground state of the
parent molecule, and nay be carried out at low pressure by
conventional electric discharges, e-beaeJs etc.

3
In contrast, i3los

bound-free sstems (like most of

the rare-gas halite losers ) represented by the general
reaction
+ Y + by

(XY)*

(1 2)
-

can not be operated at low pre ,3swees, since the excited
state (XY)* nust be generated in situ
constituents. Because

from its atomic

of the chemical inertness of the

noble gas, systems involving them generally have only

repulsive

or

very

weakly bound ground states. This

precludes the possibility oE direct channel pumping from a
stable ground

sLai-.e.

In order to generate the desired

excited molecular state, three•body -cerxtions of the form
X ++ Y -

(1-3)

must be employed. Here the third body is required to
drain away as translational potion, excess

energy of

recombination, i.e. , the difference between the free and
hound relative energy of the ion•pair (X -4- -Y) In
practice, this third body is often identical to or lighter
than one of the participating atolls (i.e., in the former
case Z•e-X or even Z-X=Y). To achieve sufficiently high
densities of the excited molecules so that the three-body
reaction rate overcomes the radLation loss rate, these
system mast be operated at high pressures, where the
molecular formation becomes rapid. As an example, the

4
kinetic sequence

the prodlict:,.on of KrF -A' excited states

e(fast) + Kr
e(slow) +
F+Kr

K + + e(slow) +e
r

+
---4'

(1-4a)

F

(1•4b)

(Kris') * +P.f

(1-4c)

KrF*--- Kr +F + hv

(I-4d)

where .M is any third body, typically a lighter rare-gas
buffer, Process (l-4c) is

a

three-body ion-ion

recoDbination, a :,n.inject with long Listoiy, important not
only in excimer lases pumping bJt also of fundamental
importance. Recently it has been quite extensively
reviewed by Flannery (Fill, 1972; FM2, 1976).

In the rare-gas molecular excimer laser, another
important process is the three-body ion-atom association
X +
X2+
(1-5a)
2
which converts atomic ions into molecular ions which in
tu n undergo the following sequence of reactions
:

dissociative recombination
+

(1-5h)

three-body recoilbination
K**+2X

+ X

(1-5c)

X**+ (X)----> X*+ X + (::)
2

(1-5d)

X* + 2X ----Y- X• + X
2

(1-5e)

2
Process (1-5a) is in itself an important basic reaction,
and theoretically is an even more difficult problem than
(1.4c) beca u se of the short-range forces involved as will
be discussed in CHAPTI;P. VII.

Thus in this study we will concentrate on the
collisional asn -, -ts of the

two important three•body

reactions (1-40 and (1-5a), all involving ions only.

We shall devote CHAPTER II througn CHAPTER V to the
discussion of three-body ion-ion recombination. Beginning
with a brief review of the Thouson t - I.eattiont (low gas
density) , the Lanevin treatment (Ili .;11 density) , we shall
present a detailed account of the accurate low-density
Quasi-Equilibrium Statistical

Distribution Treatment

(QEST) and its application to the rare gas systems.
approximation, the Bottleneck
presented. CHAPTER VT will

nodel (B

n)

An

is also

include the discussion zmd

application to the rare-gas halide sytems of the revised

Natanson's model treatment to cover the full rane of gas
densities.

6

To

cone]ude

this

stuly we shall discuss the

three-body ion-atom asscciation problem in CRAPTEaVII. We
follow the approaches; presented In the recombination part,
apply the QEST and the Bottleneol: Lodel to the problem.
Results are discussed and comparisons are made for
different approximations and for the tuo processes.

7

CHAPTER IT

TI REE-J7,0DY ION-ION PECWBPAATION
-EARLY TREATPTTS

2.1 Introduction

Ionic recombination is a general term used to denote
various

processes

that

contribute

to the overall

neutralization in a plasma containing positive ions and
negative ions Y in a background neutral gas Z. The rate
of the ion loss depends naturally on the capability of
each ion-pair to dispose of sufficient internal energy so
that lautual neutralization proceeds, The mechanisms, at
least at low density, causing tiiis energy reduction are

the following
(i) radiative recobinadon
(2-1)

n+hv

with emission of a photon of frequency v, or
(ii) mutual neutralization :
/f1-+Y---+X*+Y* +AE

(2-2)

where the asterisk (*) denotes possible excited states of
the neutralized products, AE the final relative K.E. of
the end products, or
(iii) three-body recombination
+Y- + Z-- -4 [xv * +z
]

(2-3)

where the internal energy has been transfered to the third
body Z and the bracket denotes that the molecule XY

may

not be bound.

The probability of recombination is conveniently
described by the recombination coefficient a(in units
of cm 3 /sec) defined in terms of the rat:e of the ions loss
by the relationship

4

aN N,2

(2-4)

9
where N i , N ei denote the concentration( in unit of cm

3

)of

positive and no.gativc ions respectively at time t such
that

oNJN9

is tlia numbe_r of recombination events that

occurs per unit volume per second.
genera], on the tcmper&turo_ e

a

depends, in

and the third body number

density N3

Two body processes like radiative recombination and
mutual neutralization are important only in the limit of
vanishing gas pressure. As the pressure

increases to tens

of torr three-bcdy process (2-3) becomes dominant,

where

a series of individual collisions (not just a single

collision ! ) of the ion-pair with the neutral drains away
the excess energy of recombination. At sufficiently high
pressure the collisions become so frequent that the ionic
approach is limited by the speed of random diffusion and
by the speed of the attractive drif12 of the ions in an
in

dense medium. The recombination rate can

then be explained in terms of macroscopic quantities such
as ionic mobilities and diffusion coefficients. A unified
description of recombination to couple the individual
microscopic collisional events ((2-1) to (2-3)) in the low
density region with the macroscopic phenomena in the high
density region is very difficult and still unsettled,
though rocently solao progress has been made in the middle
pressure regime (Dates and Mendas, 19/8). Still one could

10
understand the behavior of the ionized gas by the physics
of each mechanism individuallv.

Since the three microscopic mechanisms have been

exhaustively reviewed (FM1, FE2) and we are mainly
interested in the application to the cxcimer laser we will
confine our study in this

part_

to the three-body

recombination.

First consider some historical aspects.

At room

temperature,. as the gas pressure of neutral gas density N 3
a

initially increases

linearly as N, from the two body, zero pressure limits
-6
3
3
( (■,10 -7cm /sec)
to a maximum of 2x10
cm /sec, decreases

1
and approaches a variation of N3. While the linear
increase of

a

th N 3 at low pressure region was first

theoretically established in Thomson's work of three-body
1
recombination (Thomson, 1924), the N 3 dependence was
predicted even earlier by Langevin

(LA, 1903).

increas,thombinarte

3.1
2.2 Thomson's Treatment:lo,g density region

In this treatment and in all modifications of it, a
trapping radius r T is .assumed. According to Thomson,
recombination proceeds when a sinLle collision with the
neutral gas atom reduces the internal energy of the
ion-pair to such an extent that its total internal energy
becomes negative so that it is no longer separable into
ionic constituents. Eventual electron transfer between
the ions within the closed orbit just formed completes the
recombination. The radius r T can be found by equating the
gain of K.E. to e 2 /r at r T , because of Coulonbic
attraction, to its initial thermal energy 3k

e /2

at

temperatures :

rT

2 =2e, /3k0

where k is the Boltzmann constant.

(2-5)
For collisions

occurring at r < rrt, , the ions will recombine,

Assuming

equal mass of the species, the reduced recombination
coefficient is thus
aT =

7
IrrT -Vr T , N 3 )

where V is the mean relative speed of the ion-pair,
P( ,N 3 ) the density-dependent probability of a collision
between the ion-pair and a neutral within ion-ion
separation r . Probability P(r T ,H 3 ) is expressec, in terms

12
4of W , the probability of a single positive (negative)
ion colliding with a neutral, as
4-

P(r TrN,)=W
+1]
3

-

W

-

(2-7)

where for a straight line trajectory (Loch, 1955)
x+ 2
1 (1
W - = 1rT (1-(1+2r T /x ± )exp(-2r-/x
- 1 ±))

(2-8)

In (2-7), the presence of the third term is due to double
counting of the simultaneous collision of both ions with
the neutral in the sum 14 4-1- W - , In the low and high
density limits, we have
4 1 , 1 \
--- ',-'- T )r T

low N

3
(2-9)

P(r T ' N 3 )--'"
1

high N 3

Note that the mean free paths a

.

of the ion are

conveniently expressed in terns of the diffusion cross
section Q

D

A + =1/N Q
3 D

(2-10)

Thomson's expression (2•6) coupled with the first of (2-9)
gives a correct linear dependence in N 3 of a in the low
density region (rT'V independent of N,3 ) But at high
density it gives saturation behavior, in contrast to the

13
experimental face tnae the relative approach speed of the
ions are then lirceIted by random diffusion and attractive
drift so a should decrease with ,creasing N 3 (in fact
14, 1) .
As previously discussed (Fill) there are some
ti
3
other obvious inadequcies in this model (i) recombination
can well take place even at
'
r>t,
simultaneous
l multiple collisions with two or more bodies may not be
neglected, (iii) ':.asses of the species are not necessarily
equal and (iv) bound-hound transition can not be
•
neglected.

As pointed out earlier (K, F! 2; Bates and noffett,
1966) much . effcrt, though

ineffective,

was put into

refining the model to cover several deEiciencies,

including

those mentioned above, while retaining the

trapping radius concept in which r T has to be carefully
determined. In fact before one can realistically assign

r

the detailed history of the ions must first be
T'
established. This consideration led to the

Quasi-1:quilibrium Distribution of the bound ion-pair
Treatment of Bates and Loffett (1966) for ions in parent
gases and that of Dates and Flannery (1963) for general
third body case. Before a more detailed account of this
treatment is presented in CHAPTER III and CHAPTER IV we
will look at the situation in the high density region.

16
2.3 Langevin . s Theory: high density limit

The earliest study of ionic recombination was done in
1903, from the point of v:ew of attractive drift of ions,

positive

by Langevin. He assumed that the

and negative

ions, separated by a disLance r, drift toward each other
in a medium of neutral gas 3 by the Coulomb attraction
with field intensity -e/r 2 .

The attractive drift is essentially
balance of the energy

achieved by a

gain :d by each ion-pair from the

mutual Coulomb Held, with the energy )oss by the numerous
collisions with many gaseous

particles present at high

densities, The speed of the relative drift V
determined

by the

mobilities of the Ions K

each ion in the electrostatic field

A

i3

is then
(i=1,2) of

,

V A -(K1 3 +1;23 ) --K(e/r. 2 )

(2-11)

Under the assumption that recombinption is assured when

ions have radially drifted to within r y of each other, the
recombination mite coefficient is therefore
cY L =411

Mrx )=47r eK

with the aid of (2-11). Note this

(2-12)
g
L

is independent of

rx unless K depeuds on it. With the zero-field mobility,
which is proportional to F. 31- (and independent of r ) a
x ' I,

15
in (2-12) gives the correct variation of N 3 at high
density. The stud:7.e.s iulti.atea by B;2. es end Massey (1943)
.0
9 a range in which
suggest the range of re
from 10L
many pseudo-crosain of the molecular potential
curves are

energy

provided to ensure mutual neutralization for

free ion-pairs and electron tranfer for bound ion-pairs.

As is discussed in McDaniel's bcol: (1964, Chap 9) the
mobility K and diffusion coefficient D are independent of
/N3 only when the electrostatic

field

energy

is

negligible compared with the thermal energy, i.e., when
(Wm+ -fra+ /11) e:
where /T

;

k << k j = P /IT 3 ,

(2-13)

is the number density and N the mass of the

3
neutral gas, m+ the mass of either ion and x

the ionic

mean free paths. The expression eta„ is then the energy
gained by an ion in moving a mean free path x, along the
field through the gas at pressure P. Putting in the mean
-1
with
free path for the ion-neutral collision x
15
2
typical cross section Q D
5x10
cm , (2-13) becomes,
“P (atm) «5.3
for equal masses DE ions and neutral gas,

(2-14)
is in c.g.s.

units. This criterion depends on P as well as the ion-ion
9 50X and 500; the criterion
separation r x ' For r x at 10e
is satisfied for P much greater than 10 4 at', 400 atm and

16
4 atm respectively. Than with r --50A, the validity range
x.
of a
is at pressures of
102-, 1(Y atm.
Yet
the
L
experimental results show that: ri L of (2-12) , holds true
not only in 5-25 atm (?iohler, 1936) but also in 2-5 atm.
(LA, 1903), a region much. lower than required.

In deriving

a

L

of (2-12) Lange-vin completely ignored

diffusion which is important when the ion-ion separation
is large. As the neutral gas density 11 3 is increasing,
ion-neutral collisions with cross section Q D become more
frequent, and the ionic mean free path decreases as
The rate of approach of oppositly charged ions
3'0 D ) -1 .
eventually become limited not only by the speed of
attractive drift V

at small separation but also by the
A
speed of diffuson, or Brownian movement: at large r. The
mean speed of random diffusion of ions in the

gas

is, in

terms of total diffusion coefficient D,
V D , D/r
The ratio of VA to VID , which gives

(2-15)
measure of the

relative importance of each process is
V /V ---Ke/Dr=e2 /rke
A D-

(2-16)

where the last equality follows from using Einstein
relation
De=1:1;.0

(2-17)

17

Thus the condition
r<

e 2/lc 0 =

(2-18)

r.

implies that attractive drift procc:;scs are favored, while
for r >rE, diffusion is dominant.

Indeed both Harper (1932, 1935) and Jeffd (1940) did
derive the rate coefficient including only diffusion.
Here it was assumed that recombination occurred once the
oppositely charged ions diffused by B•ownian movement to
within a separation r

of each other. Thus the
x
recombination rata coefficient is
a m. =4

71- r x2 X,113(?_'

(2 19)
-

The detailed form of Ha -.7per's and Jeffdis results were
different, a technical point 'tie will not discuss here.
With the aid of v D
r x =r,, one has
a

HJ

in (2-15) and arbitrarily putting

=47r r D=417 De2 /k 0

(2-20)

x

which is identical to Langevin's expresion

a L when the

Einstein relation (2-17) is used. Though r
room

temper ature is too far

recombination, nonethclese

fom
r
50X to

5COA at
ensure

it is the region favoring

diffusion and opsurni , validity of Lhe Einstein relation
at pressures as as 6 atm.

18
Thus the ph-plc:6

thzit. yhen !lio ion separation is

large, diffusion Tg randnfl motion dominates the process.
When the ions of opposite charge core closer to less than
r

the attractive drift process bebins to catch up and
E
come even closer to a point that r is so small to favor

mutual neutralization or electron-- transfer so

that the

recombination is stabilized. In fact Bates (1975)
recently gave a

unified treatment to combine the two

distinct effects of olectrostic attraction and diffusion
by explicitly assuming a mutual neutralization sink at r.
His expression of rate coefficient

a B =4u Ke(1-exp(-Ke/Dr o ))

r>r o ,

(2-21)

reduces to 4u r0 whun the diffusion controls the process,
i.e., when r o>>Ke/D (where r o is the radius of the
absorbing sphere characterizing the electron-transfer).
When ro is associated with mutual neutralizations and
electron- transfer that r x «rE (also

v<

rE ) where the

macroscopic diffusio , 1 is no longer important,

Einstein relation applies Ke/D= r E , thus

exp(-rE /r0 )---4, 0
and

a B

approaches the LanreNin expression :471. Ke.

and

the

19

CHAPTER III

THREE-BODY .13EC01,3I17,ATION
QUASI-EQUILIBF.IUT' STATISTICAL TITATMENT (QEST)
AT LOW DENSITIES

3.1 General Picture

As the gas is introduced at lor:1 pressure (a few
Corr), the reduction of the internal energy E of the ion
pairs in the recombination process
+Z---÷ [X-1-7 - ] * + Z

(3-1)

is accomplished through collisions wir_la the neutral gas Z
at ion-ion separation r much larger than r x where
potential curve-crossings favor mutual neutralization.

20
Thus the third

body Z :“2.rves as

internal energy of Cie

rs

agent: Lo degrade the

sparation r where the

neutralization probabinty is small though the Coulomb
field is still s.rorg.
when the energy-dc_
within ;:) where

Neuralizticn is accomplished
ions

approach

each

other to

irrevesible charT,e-transfer process
(3-2)

stabilizes the recombination. The bracket above indicates
inclusion of

ion-pairs bound and excited states even

transitory states, and those thermal energy free ion-pairs
which eventually decay through mutual

mentioned before, The sequence

neutralization

of events thus assures

higher recombination coefficients a

than

those with

mutual neutralization alone, even at modest gas

pressure

(100 torr).

A realistic description of (3-1) in terms of the
recombination rate coefficient a needs

two

essential

ingredients: (i) the basic collision•l mechanisms in
operation and (ii) the formulation

of the subsequent

course of deactiviation with time in terms of (i).
Account of (i) much simplified by notinz that the
relative energy fdr the ion-pair can be changed via an
elastic collision Lcwann a given ion with the neutral as
will be seen below.

Since

the ion-ion Coulombic

21
interaction is seronger ane with longer range than the
ion-atom interaction, tin three-body collision can be
viewed as two binary encounters taking place between the
atom and either ion. Each binary encounter ,(X Z) or
(YZ), changes the internal energy of the ion-pair. With
these considerations in mind Bates and Flannery (BF2,
1968) formulated an expression for the encounter rate
coefficient, for the case of the general third body,
Kif dEcK(E., E f )dE f

(3-3)

describing the rate of (e-Z) and (X - -Z)collisions which
change the internal energy of the ion-pairs from E i to

between

Ef and Ef+dEf.

The expression required

knowledge of the elastic

the

scattering cross sections for

-Z) and (X -Z) collisions in Langevin potential (hard
core and a polarization tail),

In contrast to this, the particular case of like ions
X± recombining in their parent gas X, (Z-X=Y in (3-1)) the
energy change does not arise from direct collisions.
Rather it arises from

a.

symmetrical resonance charge-

transfer collision (SRC)

X- +X---4-

+

(3-4)

which simply interchangee the velocity vector of the ion
with the thermal velocity vector of the neutral, Bates

22
and Moffett (IS C6) .sere the first to
importance of 1.- ;le

and

realize

the

deriv e d the encounter rate

coefficient (3-3) for this process

assuming the charge-

transfer cross section known.

In the case that Z=X (or =17), i.e., the reaction
+ X -FY +X ---4 ()X)* +X
i.

2

(3-5)

3

one has to find K, 3 for (X+X) with symmetric chargetransfer and K

for (Y X) with direct collision. The sum
23
of the two is the overall rate coefficient K. which will
ir
be derived in CHAPTERIV and applied to the rare-gas halide

system in CHAPTEn V.

Assuming Kif as knot-a for the moment

we will obtain the expression of a for the recombination
rate coefficient.

FREE

!ON PAIRS
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Ee
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-
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4
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'
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--......

II

t,

Es

NO iirVIAR.D TRUISITIONS FROM LEVELS < s
ONLY DOWNWARD TRANSITIONS TO THIS REGION
I

ED
Fig3.1 Schematic

_

energy-level diagram for ion-pairs illustrating representative transitions.
!ED I is the greatest binding energy of an ion-pair, E s is the energy lover than
which charge-transfer stabilizes the recombination, and F o is some arbitrary negative
energy level past which ion-pairs are flowing in energy-space. The remaining energy
levels E are arbitrary.
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3.2 Thrae-Body r.ecombinatien Coefficient

Let N 1=N (y +)

7,7

iIryTh

3-NCI)

be

the

number

densities of the free posiLive and of negative ions, and
neutral particles, respectively.
coefficient

The collisional rate

is such that from the total number of

ion-pairs n(E i)dE i initially having energy in the interval
(E i , E.+dE.) ' a number n(EddE iri 3K(F i ,EddE f becomes
formed by a single collision with the neutral gas in unit
volume per second in the energy interval (E f ,E f+dE f). We
shall

normalize

with energy E i when

the

nu)

ion-pairs

recombination is proceeding to the

number densities n (E.)dE. where there is a thermodynamic
T 1
1
equilibrium between the bound and free ion•pairs by
introducing the distribution function
n(E i )/nT (E i ) < 1
p

(E )=

E s <E.<0

1

0;E 4

0

E.<E
1` S

(3-6)

where E

is the binding energy of the ion-pair at which
s
rccombinatioa is stablized by the charge neutralization

process (3-2). The probability of such ion loss by chargetransfer is an increasing function of the binding energy
of the ion-pair. Its effect: may be assessed by supposing
that the rate of loss of the ion-pairs with B.E. greater

25
than E

is so fast that collision involving them may be

neglected. The presence of the sirk is therefore

acknowledged by

assigning the value of zero to

(3-6). For free ions, E i'0,

The recombination rate

P

p(E)

is of course unity.

all i14 2 is represented by the

difference of the down-flow

of ion-pairs past some

RA,

arbitrary bound level E 0 , located between 0 and E S'

the up-flow
N

1

N2 =

in

from

past this level (see Fig 3.1)
- Rt

o
= N3 [

rE

° K . dE f
n.dE
E
1
ij E

E

° dE ff
n

.E

K

fi

dE i
(3-7)

The greatest binding energy
(even transitory) is

that an ion-pair can have

E D ( , ,5ev, normally).

In the absence of any recombination sink (3-2)

the

ion-pairs, via collision with the neutrals, attain

thermodynamic equilibrium such

that the downward and

upward flows exactly balance, i.e.,

n T(E

K (E E'

n 9,(E f)K(E f, L i)

(3-8)

the principle of detailed balance between the forward and

26

reverse rates
distribution

:;atisacd.

is

and

(3-6)

Uf;i7L'i

the

normalized

interchanging the order of

integration, (3-7) becomes
co

c{N 1N 2 = N [ f clE
3

.o
dE n (E ) ( . f) .

(3-9a)

n T (E.)

(3-9b)

"
) fT f

Eo

or

EO

0o

ce=N

aE fi

dE .

(Pf-Pi)Kif

1

Eo ED
where the dummy indic!es i, f have been interchanged,

The number den-,,iti.es of ion-pairs uith /educed masses

m12 in

thermodynaLlic

equilibrium at temperature 0 is

given by the •axwell-Boltzmann distriLutioll. It is also
expressed in terms of densities of free ions II(X + ), N(Y )
determined by the Saha-Boltzmann equation (Fowler, 1936;
Cooper, 1966) in the form
n,(E.)dE

N11\12

i

g(E i )dE i

T2

a'"1

1. 2 k

-El/k0
/2

(3-10;

e

where g(E i )dE i L; the statistical weight n 2 dn of the
discrete hydrogcnc levels n with enogy

(3-11a)
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where
a0,4i 2 le 2m12

n

with

(3-lib)

being the Planck constant divded by 2n .

Thus we have
g(E)=16n 2 (2m312 ) 1/2 C(E)

(3-12a)

6
6
1 5/2
= (2u m12 ) e / l E il
from the result of Appendix 1,
nT (EddE i
N1N2

(3-12b)
and

817-2 C(E.)exp(-E./k e)

(3-13a)

dE

(k
c 3/2 6
0
e _
2(k 0

exp(-E./k
1 - 0) dE .
-- IE I -57 2-

(3-13.b)

The recombination coefficient is now

Eo w 1/2c(E0e -Eiik e
a=N 3 18 -----=--,7T1—
E

00
dE i idE f (p f
E

Ec
f
.
dh.
=N 3
7/
-2
i
2(k e)
ED
e

6

3/2

.f

(3-14a)

0

D
Tr

K

e

i<
(p, - p.)K.
, 3/2 J1 dE f'
1 i if (3 - 14b)
'Li!
Eo

For the conveni e nce of calculation, we can

express

above

with the energy in unit of thermal energy ko. Define
E =- Ake,
E

E =- pho,

E =-

Ace .

a in (3 - 14a,b) 1Jecc:les,

(3 - 15)
P

as defined in (3-6) unchaned,
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ft)

a=N, —8r 2

dxe X C(E 4 )

(k 6) 2

=N

7i

3/2 e 6

d;‘,

3 2(k 0) 3

cl q (p -p )e‹
Ap
'
p
X
J
-CO

dp

x

(p

- 10

(3-16a)

(3•16b)

)K

5/2

where
KO,p)dp=Kif dE f
for

a

(3-17)

determination
Thus
of a , information on both the

encounter rate

(or, K if ) and the distribution

K Xp

function p is required-

3.3 Quasi-Equilibrium

Distribution

p

When recombination is proceeding one does not have
thermodynamic equilibrium because of the charge-transfer
sink. The net number density of the ion-pairs with E i is
governed by the rate equation
00

oo
dt

1

3

-

-K :3_
E

i.e., the net rate

-

1

of

ED

f
collisional

(3 18)
-

formation

and

29

destruction of ioll-p%ir3 with energy

Explicit account

has been taken of both the inability of those ion-pairs
with E < E s to regain any energy E> E s .. i.e., those
undergoing the irreversible procu,'s (3-2), and

the

possibility of thJt 1.on-pairs be degraded through direct
collision. Again by the principle of detailed balance
(3-7), the rate equation becomes
rw
-p i )K. dE f
at P i = N3 ) ( P f

(3-19)

0

where p's are defined in (3-6) with boundary conditions,
0 Ei

1

n.

e-y— =

p i =7

p(X)=

<1

(A<0)

E s< E. <0
(O<A<s)

` i'T

(3-20)

E. `< E s (s<A)
Various physical approximatons can be made to simplify the
solution of

encountered.
ap/at =0 in

(3-19)

depending

on

the

situations

In the quasi-equljbrium treatment one sets
(3-1) such that the

quasi-equilibrium

distribution P(L) satisfies the intez,ral equation

P.

co
k dE =
f

ED

P .1(ifdE .
Es

subject to boundary condition. (3-20).

(3-21)
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Note that io the al)scnee of a charge-transfer sink,
i.e., when E s

P

=1

is an obvious solution

corresponding to therncdynanic er!uilibrium. The rate of
collisional excitation or de-excitation from level n to
level f increases rapidly for increasing n and decreasing
(n-f) as can be seen in typical figures of Kif (see, e.g.,
figures in CHLPTER .5). The relaxation time for a
disturbance to ions at level n to decay is
Tn

-1
11.1.-edEf 1

[N33
ED

which is extremely short for high n compared with that for
lower levels. The highly excited state populations
therefore adjust to any disturbance, e.g., that caused by
charge-transfer, relatively rapidly compared with some
characteristic tima taken, say for recoubination. Hence
the rate of change of the total number density of
ion-pairs with small binding important to recombination
(say for X=(0,20)) is small compared Lo the change of ion
densities and densities of ion-pairs at low lying states.
As the recombination proceeds, a quasi-equilibrium of
excited states is established almost immodialely. While
the rates of formation and depletion of these states are
indeed very rapid, the residual pepu]ation changes only
slowly compared to the rate at Olicb ions are recombining.
Thus one is justified in setting
obtain (3-21) for

p .

in (3-1) to

The integral equation (3-21) was
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solved numerically for the case of ion-recombination in
parent gas by Bates and 1!offett (1966), and for the
general case of ion-recombintion by Bates and Flannery
(1968). The procedure is to reduce the equation by
quadraturc (speciUcally, Simpson's quadrature) to a set
of linear equations and solve

p(E)

by matrix inversion

subject to B.C. (3-20). We will adopt this method in the
following calculation by using the total encounter rate
coefficient, i.e., the sum of the symmetric resonance
charge-exchange rate coefficient and the direct elastic
collisional rate. coefficient in equation (3-21).
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CHAPTER IV

THE CHANGE-IN--ENERGY RATE COEFFICIENT K

.

As mentioned earlier we are concerned about the
3-body reactions
+ X +Y +X

(XY)* +X .

(3-5)

1 2 3
The total rate coefficient ICi f is the sum of K 13(E i,Ef)
• for the symmetric charge-exchange and K

231

(E.,E f ) for the

direct collision
Kif

, Ef

)

In the following

3

(Ei , Ef )+ K2 3 (E Ef )

(4-1)

will uscI( 13 ,K 2 .1 with their implicit

dependence on E i , L f (or A,p) assumed. The sum comes from
the assumption

Q _7

two binary encounters in the reaction,

valid since the strong Coulomb interaction between the
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ions is long-range compared to that bc.tween each ion and
the neutral atom.

While

K 13 is simpler than K 23 to

nevertheless can be deduced from

obtain

,

it

K 23 with some proper

considerations so we will consider K 23 first.

4.1

• Case of a General Third Body

We will follou Bates and. Flannery (1968) to develop
the energy-changc coefficients of collision between the
ion-pairs and a neutral particle in a general fashion.

Consider
X+-

(3-1)

(XY)*+Z

1 2 3
(Z will be put equal to X later). We shall label the
positive and the negative ions 1 and 2 respectively and
the neutral atom 3, and affix these number as subscripts
to the symbols of various physical quantities. For
impacts at thermal energies one can first assume that the
.
negative ion of mass m 2 and velocity v2 in an orbit about
the positive ion cE mass ml and velocity vl

,

collides

elastically with the neutral of mass m3 and velocity

173
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such that the cifeet is to cane an increase (excitation
or disruprion),

E.'

decrease (deactivation to an orbit more

tightly bound) or no chan g e at all (elastic process) in
the internal energy of tr..c (1,2) ion-pairs.

The second assumption is the Impulse Approximaton,
i.e„ for each binary encounter of the ion (positive ion
in the case of K 13' with the neutral is so brief

that it

does not change the ion-ion separation (hence the
Coulombic potential) or the velocity vector of the other
ion in the pair. As shown by Flannery (FM1, section 5)
this is certainly true since the collisional time is much
less than

the typical orbital

Langevin potential to

DC

4
2
-pe /2r

time

for

the general

used:
r > Sid

Vi3 =

i=1,2
CO

(4-2)

> r
S.13—

where r is the distance between the ion and the neutral,

p

the polarizability of the neutral atom and S is the hard
core parameter.
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2
Yc,2

3
v,
\ +
X

3

1 =
Vi
- vl

before (2,3) collision

after collision

(a) direct collision , -1(
-

0 -

V 1 V3

1' (3)

X

x

X \

3 (1)
V r"

3 r".

3

2

Y+

X
V2

before (1,3) encounter

after collision

(h) charge exchange collision —K 13
Fig. 4.1 Recombination
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0

( a. )

(

b

)

Fig 4 . 2
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a) Kinematics

Let the velocdtieo of the 3 bodies after collision be

v i,

v-2 '

v-3 and
,
the reduced mass and center-of-mass

velocity of (i,j) system be mid .., V 13 respectively (see Fig
4.1a, 4.2).
Denote g, s- the initial and final relative
velocities of the (2,3) collisional partner, i.e.,
g=v 2 -v3 ,

4

4

4

g V2-V3 .

(4-3)

An immediate consquence of the Impulse Approximation
is that the velocity of the spectator ion after the (2,3)
collision is unchanged, i.e.,
41 4

vlvl •

(4-4)

A second result of this is that the change of internal
energy of the positive-negative ion-pair from Ei to Ef is
equal to the change of their relative kinetic energy
T r T i , or
"Ef-E=Tf+Vf--(Ti-Vi)=Tf-Ti

(4-5)

since the ion-ion separation (hence the potential energy)
stays unchanged.
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To calculate

we choose the center-of-mass frame

of the initial (1,2) yste2m,
(4-6)

'ivi'm2v2' °
such that
v 1=- (m2

.

(4-7)

One can express v2 in terms of V

23

and g (similarly

for v 2), by
4

4.

v2 = 23-Fm 230m 2

(4-8)

The initial relative kinetic energy is therefore
Ti3..

4.
2 4-2 ,
) /.`,--=-1
n
2 17 2 / 2u 12
1.2(v 1 -v 2'

(4-9)

by (4-7).

Since the collision is elastic the C.M.
4
velocity of (2,3) system V23 remains unchanged, their
relative velocity g simply rotates by an angle 4) into g

with the magnitude unchanged (see Fir , 4.2a).

We have

therefore
Tf-Ti=N 12 [(\;',..
‘'

(4-10)

(-4 2 - 1 )2 ] /2
2

2

4m 23 g (1-cosy)
= m23 V 23 (g - -g)mi -I- m2

where cos 11, ---g.g .
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Thus,
m,22 3 2
---(1-cos )
Ef-F..=m23
V 23 g(cos n: - cos n,\ -m.,
+m
-1
1 ?
= m,-Z3 V23 g sin n sing, cos cf. - (1-cos p) x
2
2
Til 2 3 8
(
g2 + ir,23 V23 g cos n)
12

(4-11)

g
^ ( )
COS n1 = COS n cos7p +sinn situ? cost ,
23
with ¢ being the angle between two planes defined by

where cosn ( '

(V23 , -g) and (g,g) respectively (see Fig 4.2b).
When (A varies between 0 and 2Tr with ip , n , -g, ; 3 and
E

i

held constant, each value of E in the range defined by
f
2 g2
m
23
Ei+m23V23g(cos(H-n)-cos
Ef
m1+m2, (1-cos 1P)
m2 g 2
(4-12)
23(1-cos1P)
<E+m
V
g(cos(1P-n)-cosn)
m-Fin
i
23 23
1. 2

is passed through twice.

Alternately for a given E

f'
(4-14) can be used to determine the range of g) satisfying

E f -E i-m 23 V 23-P: -( cos (4)A- +n) -cos n)
m2g2
+ m 23+111(1-cos
4 .0 =0
1 2
with solution

(4-13)
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w + =cos4) + =y

2
(a(a+A) -1-c3 [y —(0-z0

-2

2 ;;1
-

(4-14a)
)

where

111

1-b 2

2

,

(4-14b)

r-Ts g )

23 °2 — V3

v3)2)1/2

-

m23 (g 2 (2

(4-14c)

and

2

2 2
Y =

(4-14d)

/ 111 23g\ 2 [(1+b)(14 +
1+b )

4"

with the mass ratio parameter b defined by
b=m1 m3 /m9 (uliT.124-Tri3)
With parameters

.

(4-15)

defined, (4-11) can be expressed as
a(1-cos

.

The ranges of the variables 4)

and

Ef E

4-=. 8 sin f,cos(

dependent in that as

4)

(4-16)

4)

are mutually

varies from 0 to 2Tf, the

scattering angle is confined to within fp ., for a given
change of internal energy A of (1,2) system. Obviously g
lies within the range:
g1=1v2 - v3Ifg (v24-17 3)=8"2

(4-17)

and is further restricted by the reality condition of to + .
The latter conditon demands that g lies between G +that
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(G+ )2 =(17+11)2

(4-18a)

with

F=P

2
2

2(E f -E
m',
23

,

2(E f -E)

b
I+

(4-18b)

and
H-[17 :3'

1 1/2

(4-18c)

1+b

m23

And the reality condition of both F and H leads to
2 2
Y-m v 2 2m12

(Ef-Ei)>0

(4-19a)

and
y=m2

2 /2m
-E > 0
3v
1L E c 1

(4-19b)

respectively. The condition (4-19b) is equivalent to
2
Ay 3 /2 > E

(4-19c)

with the reduced mass of the neutral and the ion-pair
system given by
m (m 4-m2 )
• A= m 3 -1-m 1 -Fra
l 2 3

9

m 12

(4-19d)

Of course the limit of g is subject to both conditions

(4-17) and (4-18) with (4-19). Conditions (4-19) also set
the limits to
de-excitation, i.e.,

v 2' v3for a given excitation or
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for E.<- excitation

(4-20a)

(V 2 ) min
12

-E i ) for E E. de-excitation

m2

(4-20b)

and
/ 2m

14 2,b(E f -E.)
for excitation

2
(V2 ) min =

m2
0

for de-excitation

i.e.. the third body must have sufficient kinetic energy
to excite the ion_-pair while the ion-pair must have enough
energy to have de-excitation. For a known change in the
internal energy of the ion-pair, the available ranges of
the set of the variables (v2 ,v3 , ,) arc restricted by
the conditicns: (4-14), (4-17) (4-18), (4-20) and (4-21).

b) Expression of K 23

Let

a ( q„g) be the elastic differential scattering

cross section for the ion,neutral(i_c.,(2-3)) collisions
with the scattering angle IP and the relative velocity
given by

CI

, -Lsv2v3,
g 2 =v22 1-v3

3

(4-22)

where x is the angle between 17 2 and v3 . Then for a given
v2 and v 3 , the rate coefficient dK, 3 for collisions in
(s;-ds,$) and the scattering into unit solid angle
=sin 1P (14) c“ about the direction ( 4),(P ) is
dK =g0i
23

,g)sinp dip c1( )ds/2

(4-23)

Differentiation of (4-16) subject to the initial condition
with ip given, yields
dE f (3

sin 1p sin d 4, .

(4-24a)

Again from (4-16) one has,
cos 4 =( + a (1-cos w ) ) / sin 11)

(4-24b)

such that
(4-24c)

(14) =-dE f /R
where
R =W - (a+A) 2+ 2a(a+A) cos4) - (a 2
= Mcos 47 ccs0(cosip

2 ) cos 211,1 1/2 (4 24d)
-

cosw_)}2

with cos gi + defined in (4-14a). Also with (4-22) one has
ds=-gdg/v2v3 .

(4-24e)

We now integrate over all permissible IP and g of (4-23)
with the help of (4•24c, d, e) and the fact that each
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element (14) contais two elementE!

J..

One finds the rate

coefficient for (2,3) collision that leaves (1,2) internal
energy in the interval (E f+dE f ,E f ) for a given v 2 , v3
f where

equaltordE

2
r=

V V Jg_
2 3

dg

2 .4--(C4

a

d(cos40
--;

23 (g'°

((coslp+ -cos0(cos4)-coslp_)) 2
(4-25)

in which g + is the smaller of g 2 and G 4_, while g_ is the
larger of g 1 and G _defined in (4-17) and (4-18) such. that
g _< g + for non-zero r

To obtain the total rate coefficient for a given

transition of the ion-pair from E i to E f
one must
integrate over all possible values of v 2, v 3 .
First
,

assume that the center-of-mass of the ion-pair has thermal
motion corresponding to the temperature e of the neutral
gas. One has the distribution function for the incident
velocity v 3
2
.11(v3)dv3= A,71v 32 (A727rk0)3/2 e-A v / 2ke dv 3

(4-26)

with the reduced mass of the third body with the ion-pair
defined in (4-19d).

For the ion-ion relative motion, one

can assume the microcanonieal distribution, i.e., assume
that all elements of the phase space (ii% I.) associated
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with a given internal energy E arc equally populated.
Then
/2 -c1 2 -1-e 2 /r)

f(p , r )=A

(4-27a)

is the distribution function of the ion-pair with the
reduced mass m 12, the internal energy E. (separated by r).
The constant A is determined from the normalization
condition for a single ion-pair
f f

= 1

(4-27b)

For the Coulombic potential we have, from the result
of Appendix A , the normalized number of ion-pairs with
speeds between v and 1742 dv2
2
2
a(v2 )dv2=
(E i -V) 1/2

gy,

(4-28a)

in terms of r integration, where
C(E )=Jrdr r 2 (E.-V)
e6
16IE i 1 5 / 2

e 6 //111(k0) 5 2

for Coulombic potential -e 2 /r
(4-28b)

in which we use the definition of H
H =16A 5 / 2 / R.
Hence

(4-28c)
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ra2r
=
(v2 ) dv, iv 2
C(E i ) (211)
.1 12

(4-28d)

The rate coefficient K2 3 is obtained by integrating
utioru

over

:7-7,

(v2) and 1 ( 3) such that

(v 9
dv 2dv3 v2

K 23 (E. E f)dE f = dE fS

X

g_

v3

2 3 i f'
2

f dr r2 m2
dE f.) -6-(EIMm12

+
f dg

) g (v 3 ) r(v v E E
.4( )312 Av 3

J

2

2Trk e 2k
(

g , tp) cl(costp)

(a - +

11)..

(4-29)

[(cost;,-cos10(costp-coslp )] 1/2

with the aid of (4-25). To facilitate the calculation we
define the following variables (S,y,z) instead of
(v 2, v 3, g)
2
l/s = e /ker,

_ 1
Y- k 0

22
m 2v 3
2111 12

x=-X +1/s

2
Av 3

b2k0

(4-30)

Y=by

z= m 22 g 2 /2m 12 ko
so that
2m
2 ( 23)2 ( 14
= m
2

where

1

nx is used.

z((l+b)(-A +

Note also

+ by)-bz) (4-30)

-2 3 d p. K

23

dE

f
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= K2

ed p that we have
t

K23=B

- 23

.4(0
231

(4-31a)

where the constant B' is given as
B=

e 6 (1+b)
C(E)k 3-3-(277m 23 )-

(4-31b)

with C(E i) given by (4-23b), b by(4-15). The other factor
1
is
1
23

s

Y+
ds s 2

2"-+
dYe

-Y

1

dz

1

Sz
1.-rb

f d(,)

cr(w2Z)

1/2

CO_

(4-31c)
The limits of integration in I: 2

are:

(i) S =mininum of (16„1/ p )
for -e 2 /r,

S =0.

(4-32a)

(ii) Y =

Y1a — p

for excitation A , 11
forde-xcitan,

0.

(iii) Z+= minimum of (z

(4-32b)

) where
2' Z 2 '

z =(x3i +y 1/2 ) 2
2
Z -((x+x- p ) 1/2+(y-(A-0)/b)b 2 ,
2

(4-32c)
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Z_=max. of (z 3 ,Z 1) where
z 1 =(2
0 -y= ) 2
Z 1=((x+
) 1/2 -(Y - ( A -^kt )/b) 1/2 ) 2

(4-32d)

and finally
with

w =A (A +A )-i-A (1-(A +A )2)1/2
± 1 1 o
2
1 o'

A

_ko( A - 1 ) _ (l+b) 3/2 072)
2bz(x+Y-bz/(1+b))'
o Y

A = a . (1 -14) 1/2
2
1 y

A

(4-33a)

x-Y/b1-(1-b)z/(1+b)
(x+Y-bz/(1+b))4I

=
_(1+b) 1/2 Ikz(2+2Y/b-z)-(x-Y/b) 2 )1 '
2 y
2
z 2 (x+Y-bz/(1+0)'

The parameters a , (3, y

(4•33h)

(4-33c)

(4-33d)

are defined in (4-16b, c, d) and

can be put into the new forms

a = ko

m12m23 (x _ y _l-h z) 3/4

m1 2
M M
0 = ko 1 m2 23

Y =

Thus,

eqs.

(4-34a)

1+b

p

(2x+2y-z)-(x-y) 2-

2m12m 23
2]1/2
[z(x+by) bz
2
1+b
(l+b) -2
m2
(4-31) to (4-34)

(4-34b)
(4-34c)

completely define the
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change•of-energy rate rate coefficient due to the elastic
collision of (2,3).

Knowledge of JO ,g) is needed to proceed further.

We reserve the simpler case of isotropic scattering of the
charge-transfer (SRCT), i.e.,

K 13 ,

in section 4.2 and

consider now the Langevin potential case.

c) u

23

:scattering cross section from Langevin potential
N.B. The letters b,x,Y,Z. defined below are used in

this subsection only.

From classical mechanics the scattering cross section
can be expressed in terms of the relation between the
scattering angle 'qo and

the impact

parameter

q

(Goldstein, 1950 ; Landau, 1960) as

a (tp, g)=

(4-35a)

d

where the sum over IP is due to the face that q is not a
single valued function of

. In practice one sums over

,-211-11) ,-4/14.1p ,---, where 0< p s T .

The scattering

angle in terms of q and the potential is given by
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= 7T -2q

f

oo

dr r

1r

...2 ,
r-V(r)/E-q -9 /r - ) '

(4-35b)

rc

For our case V(r) is the potential given in (4-2) and r e
isthedancoflsetprach.Tisnbe
converted into a more convenient form by changing the
integration variable
x=r/r

(4-35c)

so that
7r-2 gc

2 3)2(1-V(re/x)/E-q2x2 /,r2,-1/2
)
1(1-x2)
(4-35d)

0

This integral is in a standard form so one can use

the Gauss-Mehler qudrature formul
1

n
dx f(x)
7
.
( 1-x 2 2 - r ' 2.,
i=I
-1
'‘---'

f(COS 117-1 r N

2n '

(4-35e)

with n being an even integer to yield
n/2
_

where

IE

g(a.)
rc n . =1 akj

(4-36a)
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a.=cos(2j-1)7/2n
k=n/2+1-j

(L!-36b)

and

9x2]
r 9

g(x)-11-V(r(lx)

2

(4-36c)

which is an even function of x (if g(x) is not an even
function the sum in (4-36a) will be in a slightly
different form).

Though one can proceed to calculate

and op-2. , a more accurate numerical procedure, as pointed
out by Flannery (FM1), is first to calculate dq /dq from

dq

= alp

aq

It_ drc
ar

c

dq

(4-37a)

Hence, with the aid of (4-36a, b, c)
n /2

Ak = drc
dq

dq

nE

akg

3
J (a

rC

j=1
n/2
r
_

L
-T i=1

akg ( aP v '

j2 W(r e ) - V'(r c /a j ))

(rdi

(4-37b)

where

VI(r e /ai )=1 V(r/ap] r=rc
dqc

(oar c-rc 2 V'/2qE) -1

and k defined as before.

(4-37c)
dr
(4-37d)

We have two cases to consider:
(i) when reS (th ey, h;, rd core 1:dius),
polarization part

then only the

of the inter a ction is effective. The

scattering angle is denoted by I `

.

P

(ii) when r c : S, the interaction range is replaced by
(S, 00) so that the full Langevin potential is operative.
Denote the scattering angle by ;b

f

.

Let

y=q 2(2E/pe 2) 1/2

(4-38a)

and
Z= YS 2/q 2

(4-38b)

where p is the polarizability of the neutral atom, E is
the energy of the (2,3) system, and S the hard core
radius.

case (i): S <i

One has
1
11) = Tr

P

dX (1-Y2)

-1

)

1172

(4-39a)

(1-x )2

where
p

and

=q/r ,

p

o

=q/r,

X=p/p 0

(4-39b)
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2 x 2 .t.) 4 x41/72)

g ( x)

(4-39c)

0

0

so that
n/2

21,
Po n --

=

a g (a.)

Iv'

(4-40a)

i= 1
with a and k defined as before. In (4-40a we have

3
2

since

-Po2a. 33
2 (a. 2 -1)) 1/2

(4-40b)

is determined from the condition of being the

P0

root of the equation
1- po 2

4 2
o /Y 0

(4-40c)

P

so that we have
P
0

2

2
=Y(Y-(Y -4) 2 )/2

and of course
The

(4-40d)
(4-40e)

Y ?- 2.

derivative of 4

w.r.t. q is put into a more

convenient form

d 4)1) _
ay
n

dp

n/2

akg(a j ) Po 2 (aj -aj 2 )g 2 (aj )-1]
(4-41a)

with
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3
o
2 4)5Y 2—
(7J: --

dp
=
ifY

case(ii): r c< S
The lower limit r e is now replaced by S (r e is the
larger root of l-V/E-q. 2 /r c 2 =0).
Let
P=S/r.

(4-42a)

We have now the scattering angle

_

- 1 o p (1 P

Y<Z+1/7,

-

-1

(4-42b)

following the same procedure as (1),where
p4
y
g (P) = ( 1+ ---7 1

2
)

2

(4 42c)
-

the factor in front of the integral sign is from the
relation
q/S=(Y /Z)k .

(4-42d)

In terms of the Gauss-Mehler formula one has

ip f =

(Y/Z)

n
2 "/2
a,R. g(a.)

(4-43a)
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subject to the cond -Ition of reality of

P (p <

)

Z+1/Z > Y.

(4-43b)

Hence,
f

n/2

TT

— (M)'.

=

dY

a j .)(1/Y+ 2 g(ai))
j=1

(4-43c)
•

Here we note that for the two cases there are two
different conditions (4-40e) and (4-43b) depending on
S<r

or S>r respectively. The two conditions coincide

at Y=2 (when Z=1 for the latter case ). This is the
" orbiting"

condition. With ,p p , d) /dY, o f , O f /dY

explicitly given, one can now calculate an by noting its
relation with A( q) ,Z) defined in the following way. From
(4 - 35a) and (4 - 33a) with E=m23 g 2 /2, the initial energy of

(2,3) system, one has
2 ,
Y

In 2 3 g

pe

2

q

[ 2ke bz

i1/2 2

2

pe (l+b)

where the second equality followed from definition of z
and b (see (4-15 ) and (4-30)).
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Thus one has

1
.
3-4
y (pe /ke) (11-bibz) 2 A(1),Z)

(4-44a)

where

A(

1

Z)=
s

(4-44b)
d 111 dYI

which can be tabulated according to the case from the
expressions of 0 and dp/dy given in (4-40) and (4-41) or
(4-43).

The interaction parameter A is given by
A=(21:. 0 /pe 2) k

(4-45a)

which relates Z and z by
Z.---A(bz/(1+b))1/2 .

(4 -45b)

The parameter A varies from system to system due to the
change of the atomic polarizability p and the hard core
radius S.

So we can make a "general" table of

A(

0,Z)

coverilig a reasonably wide range of Z with respect to the
angle 0 for the oystems to be studied (see CHAP 5).
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With the table

A(4) ,Z) given, the integral over

w=cosil, can be cast into the standard Gauss-Ilehler form

1

w+
st

dx A(x,A0z/(14-z)) 1/2 )

A(w,Z)dw

=

2
w ((co + - w)(w - w ))

2
(1-x ) 2
-1
(4-46a)

with
w - ( w++w . . ) /2

(4-46b)

such that

n
0

A(w i , A(bz/(1+z))

= '1").

(4-47a)

j=1
with the definition
0

1
= —(w
+w )+ 12(w+ -w- )cos((2j-1)7/2n)
j 2' + -

and where w+

are defined in (4-14a).

We define B

B 2-

(4-47b)

T

I

23

as followin 0,,- ..

3/2
e 6 (l+b)
2 Pi
/2 b - 4 Lrm 23
C(E i )(ke)

(l+b)
HR1/2

3/2 _lee
( iT

tn23 )

with the aid of (4-28b), and

(4-48a)
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S
1

23 -

00

.z +

ds s 2 J cre -Y

dz [z(Y-1/s-A-bz/(14-bnr

J
Y

s

is given in (4-47).

where 2

(4 48b)

Z_

-

We therefore

find the

reduced rate coefficient from the direct collision (c.f.

eq.(4-31))
K23=3 21 23

(4-48c)

4.2 K1 3 : Case of the symmetric resonance charge-exchange

For the (1,3) encounter the basic physics involved is
the symmetric resonance charge-transfer. The interaction

between the ion X (1) and

the parent gas X(3) is

acknowledged by the use of the total charge-transfer cross
+
section q . The rate coefficient of encounter is given by
(c.f., K

),

23
13

lv1-v 1 00 2

where s=cos(v 1 3- •

(4-49)
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Following

sect '_ on /4.1, a genela -_ expression for 13

can be derived. The expression can then be simplified by
+
(i) setting m 3=m 1 , (ji) treatiug q
constant in the
angular integration of (4-1,6a) since it is isotropic and
+
(iii) taking q oustide the velocity integration since it
is a slowly varing function of v . It is however simpler
to use these facts at the beginning of the derivation of
K13 for the process,

+ X +Y +X - - -> XY* +X .

1 2 3

A useful parameter is a, defined by
a=mi /m2=mx /my

(4-50a)

so that
m 12
=m-1/(1+a) .
Again we consider the system in the C.H.

(4-50b)

frame of

(1,2) so that (see Fig 4.1b)
4

4-

V -.-av
2
1'

The encounter of (1,3) results in an interchange of the
velocities of the two particles, i.c.,
4 4
V 1= V ,

1 3,

(4-51a)
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while the velocity of tho spectator 2 is left unchanged,

(4-51b)

v2-v2 .
The energy-change is

A =E -E
T
f if

(4-51c)

where

v

a 9
a 9
T.1=m12 (v -v ) /2=(14a)m
11 /2
1
1 2.
( ;'; ;iN 2 /).-_, t 9 /9
T f=m 12 1- '2' 1- -12'f-t-

(4-51d)
(4-51e)

with
4

4

4

4

4

,

g f =v i -v=v 3 -v 2=v3mav i .

(4-51f)

The obvious limits cf g are
1v3 -av i l< gf < v3+av1 .

(4-52a)

Eq. (4-51c) can be put as

g f =2A / m124-(11-a)2+
vl2

(4-52b)

which, when combined with (4-51f), gives
(v3+av i ) 2 = 2A/m121-(11-a)2v 1 2

which has solutions

(4-52c)
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2 2
(v 3 )+ =— +av1
+((l
- +a) v 1 4-2A/m 12 )-

(4-52d)

The reality condition of the above implies
2 A

2
(v1 ) min_

m12 (11-a)

,

2\
`v3

a 2 -2A %
(
11a
m12

(4-53a)

for de-excitation, A < 0, or
2
2 A
n = 0 and (v 3 2 ) min m12
(vI )) min

for excitation,

A

(4-53b)

> 0. The values of v3 2 will be further

limited by the condition (4-55b) as we will see below.

Since

A= Ef-Ei=30112(v32 +2av /v3 s-(1+2a)v i 2 )

(4-54a)

one has
ds=dli f iami ,v iv3

(4-54b)

with vi , v 3 held fixed. Thus dK in (4-49a) becomes
23
+
dEfq
1-fa 1/2, 2
dic1 3 - Im12aviv3( a ) (v 3

and since dK

13

- v

)k
2 A
2
1m12(14-`37

must be real one has,

(4-55a)
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2
v 3 2 1 v 1 1-2/m 12 (1+a)
Hence

(4-53a),

(4-53b)

(4-55b)
together with (4-55b) will

constrain the physical regions of v

Assume that the C.M.

1

and v, .

of the ion-pairs (1,2) has

thermal motion with the neutral gas 3, such that the
distribution function for v 33 is
2
Xv3
(v s,1 )dv 3.4, v 3 2 (A/27T ke ) 3 / 2

dv

3

(4-56a)

where

itt= m i (1+a)/(1+2a)

(4-56b)

by using (4-50a, b). The relative motion of the ion-pairs
has distribution 3P(v 1 )dv 1 defined in (4-28a, b).
Therefore from (4-55a) the SRCT rate coefficient is

i3dE

(q /211112a)(( 1+a), /a)

v l ( Q (v i ) /v1)

dv3( (v3)/v2)(v32-v12_ 2°m12(1+a) )
f
J(
(4-57)
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Define x, y, s,

as following

w (1+a)v 2
1
1 =-x+1/s and x= '1 2k0

T.

x=

s=lce r/e

2

(4-58b)

2
y=i4,v3 / 2ke
=-E. /k e,

(4-58a)

(4-58c)
u =-E f /ke

(4-58d)

•

Using (4-58a, b) the v l-integration becomes integration
over s (via (4-58b)), while the v -integration becomes
3
integration of y. Hence (4-57) becomes, with the
definitions (4-58),
K dE =dE - (1-e6(1+a)2 13f
t 0(Ei)(271-m1)2a3/2003
Y+

1+a
xf ds s 2 S dy e - Y(y 1+2a 1+2a
(X-P))

(4-59a)

The limits of the above expression are
S =min. of (1/A ,1/11 )

S

(4-59b)

from the definition of s(r) and the phase space available
for a transition from A to u ; and
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. 2

Y=

(14-2a-1-2a.`")x+Cl+a)

(x .-u)±2a (1+a) x 2 (x+X

-IA) 2

(1+2a)
(4-59c)

from (4-52c) with condiuicns (4-53) ond (4-55b).

The integration of y can be easily carried out by the
transformation
Y=y-x/ (14-2a) - (14-a) (A

/ (1+2a)

(4-60a)

By the use of the error function
t
2
e -u du

2

erf(t)=

(4-60b)

0

(T)
we can write

1(

13

=B

1

S

ds s2

S

9 13

(4-61a)

where
9 13 =exp[ (x i- (1-1-a) ( X -P ) ) / (14-2a) x
-

[ (erf

-

(4K) -erf (Jil) 42/2,7](4Y+e

-Y, r- JY_e

)

(4-61b)

with
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2
Y =(a(l+a)/(1+2a))1-2 .-+(x+x-PP]
+
.

(4-61c)

and where the constant Bi,

+
B1-

(2a)

2 6
(1+a) e
-T'S 3
m 7. 21c 0 G(Ei)

(1+a)
= HR3/2
,

a

2

+
q
(8m ike)"2

with C(E i) given in (3-38b).
coefficient g13 is given by

(4- 61d)

Of course the reduced
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CHAPTER V

APPLICATION TO RARE GAS SYSTEMS

AiMed with the expressions for the rate coefficients
Kl

3

of the symmetric resonance charge-transfer and

K

23 of

the direct elastic collision we are ready to calculate the
distribution p(x), and have the recombination rate
coefficient a R for the specific system F.Iovided that
suitable information is at hand.

To see more clearly what will be involved and what
are the parameters needed in the calculation of the
reaction,
Re-+F -4-4 --.4.(Rg1)*-4-Rg
1 2

(5-1)

3

where Rg=rare gas, i.e., He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, we once
more list the main equations.
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the expressic,n of the recombination

(I) First we

rate coefficient from (3-16b),

N 71-3/2 e 6 5
- 3
2(ke) 3

R

with

w

and

=K+K

K

13

Ay

A e

LIA -7372
'

(5-2)

(p (p) p ))
P

the subscript P.

standing for

23'

are needed not
recombination. We see that K 13 and K 23
only in solving p (x) but also in calculating a R.

(II)

The rate of the (1,3) collision in (5-2h) is

(c.f. Eqs.

(4-61))

K13,„(ko)2H R (a3/
1+a)2 2

_q+
T
-(8M7 -13
1

(5-3a)

where a is the ratio of the mass of the rare gas m l to the
mass of fluorine m 2'
a=m 1/m- 2

(5-3b)

HR=16 x5/2 / ff
S+

(5-3c)

9
ds s 2 v13

I 13 =
S

with

(5-3d)
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r

13=exp x+(l+a)(x- u )
1+2a

erf(,./Y-4.)- erf(VY )

e -Y+ -VT e-Y - )]
x=-x+1/s

(5-3e)
(5-3f)

and
2
Y+=a(l+a) p+(x+x -p) -1
- 1+2a

(5-3g)

(III) The rate of (2,3) collision in (5-2b) is (c.f.
Eqs. (4-47))

=HR (l+b)
23
4b

3/2

k
P e , (1+a)1/2 1
23
)""

K

(5-4a)

.1

where the fact m3=1111 has been used and where
(5-4b)

b=a 2 /(1+2a)
S+
1 2 ,= sf d
S
with

s2

f

dy e

j d4z(y+lis x 1 +1 b z) ] 1/2 2
(5-4c)
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n

r

,

A (tc , Z)
j

(5-4d)

j=1

in which n is an integer. The convergence of the sum will
be independent of n if it is sufficiently large. The
parameter. Z is proportional to the interaction parameter A
defined before
7,---A(bz/(1+b)) 1/2

(5-4e)

A=S (2k e /pet )k

(5-4f)

with S being the hard core radius. Finally wj is defined
in (4-35). •

5.1 Parameters for

K

13

and

K

23

(a) The parameters involved in K13 are ml (mass of
the rare gas), m 2 (fluorine) and q + (charge-transfer cross
section) which can be expressed in terms of the reduced
mobility Ism via the definition of the mean free path 1
and its relation with the diffusion coefficient D (hence
the diffusion momentum transfer cross section Q D where
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Q=2q+ (Daigarno, 1958)). Thus (see e.g., McDaniel, 1964,
pp 24, 50, 435)
=1/N 3Q D
D=3 (2 1r k

(5-5a)
hi) -2 1/16

(5-5b)

and
IT=eD/ke

(5-5c)

where R is the mobility, m r is the reduced mass of

(1,3)

here. The mean free path L is then
16k6/3e)(m r /271- ke) 1/2 R .

(5-5d)

With the aid of these relations, we have

q+=QD /2 = ( e/1600N km )(Trim 1 ke) 1/2
L

where the reduced mass m r=m

13

(5-5c)

=m /2 ; the definitions
1

k =k /300 (cm 2/s.volt-sec.)
mo
k =KN3/N L

(5-5f)
(5-5g)

and N L=2.6885x10 19/ cm 3, the Los chraidt s number
used. By substituting
(5-3a) is now

this expression

have been

of q ,

K

13 of
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2
(1+a)
e
( 2 Tr ) 1/2 - 13
13 R 4a1727. 16000
1 ml Nkm
(1+a) 2 10 -10 ( 1.68607x10 2

K

=H

=H

R 4a3/7\./—*
1

kV

(5-6a)

13 '

(5-6b)

m 1

where the numerical factor follows from using (i) the
reduced mass unit
(5-6c)
ml m* (1.66047x10 24) g
1
so that the mass of atomic 016 is 16 in the chemical
system, (ii) the value of N just given, (iii) the charge
TL
-10
of electron, 4.60325x10
So in K 13 we need (i) the mass m* of rare gas (ii)
a, mass ratio of rare gas to fluorine, (iii) the reduced
mobility k m of ion in its parent gas.

(b) For

K
23

we first express b in terms of a and use

the reduced mass m* and the reduced polarizability p*
1
which is defined as
- 4
p=p*x102 cm
(5-7a)
so that

K

23

pa
(1+a) 7/2
( z—T) x3.72792x10-1 °I 23 (5-7b)
-2
1
R4a37 (1+2a)
•

Also note that in 1

23'

we need the interaction parameter A

72
which can be easily calculated from (5-4f) with the
knowledge of the polarizability p and the hard core radius
S.

A in turn dictates variation of Z, which then

determines Q

over z. The parameters needed here are :

(i) m* , (ii)a, (iii)p*, the reduced polarizability of the
neutral and (iv) A, the interacton parameter. We list all
the parameters involved in K13 and K23 in Table 5.1 and
Table 5.2 respectively. The total encounter rate
coefficient K is, following (5-2b), (5-6b) and (5-7b),

au

K

2 10 -10
=11, (1+a)
.1/9
AP " 4a:"
hn

I(A,P)

(5-8a)

where
I( , u )=I =C 1.3113+C 23123
2
C 13 =1.68607x10 /k in(m* )

(5-8b)

C 23=3.72792x(p*arn.

(5-8d)

x (1+a)3 / 2/ (1+2a)

(5-8c)

together with I13 , 123 defined in (5-3d to 5-3g)
KAv
and (5-4b to 5-4f) respectively will be used in the

This

following calculation. Note that this K xp of (5-8a) and
(5-2a) will finally lead to the expression of a R

a =C
R a

eX

du (P ) -P (A)) (C 13 1 13-1-C 23 I 23 )

(5-8e)
where

73

C a=N3 *Nl ( 1r/m/c.) 2-

2e 6
(?,.x 3.0 - (-3*

=N * (,/m *) k (14-a) -

(11-a)" xiu
a l
,

4.«4 78x10

-5

.

(5-8f)

e*)
in which H

the Loschimidt number N
electron charge e
R'
'
and Boltzmann constant k have been inserted. Note that
v is a positive number v < s and C is
a

linearly

proportional to the neutral gas density N* (in unit of
3
N ).
L
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Table 5.1 parameter; of
K

13

mF *=18 -9984
rn-A

Rg

0.2107

k(a)
m
10.3

8.181738

20.183

1.0623

4.08

9.198618

Ar

39.944

2.1023

1.52

17.551177

Kr

83.80

4.4105

0.823

22.379674

Xe

131.30

6.9105

0.57

25.814177

He

1
4.003

Ne

a

C 13

(a) Ellis et al, Atomic Data & Nucl.

Data Tables,

17,177,1976

Table 5.2: parameters of

K 23

are the same as in Table 5.1
and

(m*

1

)

Rg

b=a 2 /(11 -2a)

He

0.03213

0.205

0.6357

0.406975

Ne

0.3612

0.395

0.5080

1.291360

Ar

0.8492

1.640

0.3219

4.100145

Kr

1.9807

2.480

0.2813

8.913778

Xe

3.2221

4.040

0.2579

16.632666

p;(b)

(h) McDaniel and Mason , 1973
(c) from (5-4f)

A(c)

C 23
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5.2 General Calculational Procedure
We may separately calculate K 13 , K 23 using (5-3a) and
(5-4a) to get

K
Xu

for solving the distribution function

p(A). For practical purpose. only tables of 1 13 , 1 23 are
needed as can be seen from equations (5-8).

Since the parameters involved vary from one rare gas
to another 1 13 and 1 23 are not the same for different
systemq. They should therefore be generated for each
system.

The binding energy for the system (RgF)* is

E D= 5ev corresponding to w =200 (in ke
temperature
s= 20.

Since

unit of room

e=300 k) and E s = 0.5ev corresponding to
K13(A , p),

K23(X,p)

decay quickly for

increasing 0-0, (i.e., the energy difference), for
decreasing u (to -

or for increasing x for a fixed

p

(and vice versa), the choice of s=10,and w =12.5 are
practical values for calculation.

See

figures

of

F(1Z)
R
K 13 , P R(2)(— K23), and F R(— K ) for each particular
Au
case, where F (i) and F Rare, apart from a constant factor,
the rate coefficients of the (1,3) encounter and the sum
of (1,3) and (2,3) encounters respectively
F

(i)
5/2
--C. x I i3'

F =F.(1) 4-W ( 2)
R R
R
(typical behaviour of I' 13 and

(5-9)

rR

can be seen in Fig 5.1

76
to 5.8 for Ar and Fig 5.10 to 5.17 for Kr).

Note that negative A

and p

states while positive A and
Opposite sign of A and

p

p

correspond to free
represent bound states.

represents either a bound-free

or a free-bound transition. In both equations of a
((5-2a) or (5-8e)) and the integral equation of

p (A)

no

negative values of A are involved.

(a) 1 13( `+0( 13)

1 13

involves only a one-dimensional integration as

can be seen in (5-3d,e) hence can he generated very
quickly. There is a finite peak for each range close to
A=11 as physically expected. Tables of I

are generated
13
at the mesh size equal to 0.25. When finer mesh (say
1/16) is needed, interpolation from the tables will
for each gas are presented in
13
Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.
suffice. Tables of I

Table 5.3 1

4.

5.

1.6624E706

1.8391E707

2.8440E..03

5.3044E709

1.1163E709

2.0215E704

1.0377E705

1.1671E706

1.8287E707

3.4481E708

7.3229E709

1.2268E-02

1.1487E-J3

6.14672705

7.1112E-06

1.2380E706

2.1815E707

4.6955E708

4.1945E761

5.6200E702

5.6893E703

3.3292E704

4.0624E705

6.7413E706

1.32742706

2.9154E707

6.31 0 0E-01

1.3276E701

1.9389E702

1.4951E703

2.0633E704

3.6788E705

7.5978E-06

1.7274E-06

1.2273E701

2.1074E702

1.7585E-03

2.4933E704

4.50802-05

9.3910E706

2.1477E-06

2.2097E-02

2.0490E703

2.9995E704

5.5097E-05

1.1587E705

2.6669E706

2.6791E703

4.2718E-04

8.1553E705

1.7536E-05

4.0953E-06

7.8640E704

1.7015E704

3.8970E705

9.4624E706

3.1855E704

8.1756E-05

2.1081E705

1.5492E704

4.4LO1E-0 5

0.5

P/A
-8.

3.0144E703

3.6992E704

3.3101E705

76.

1.7982E-02

2.2265E703

74.

9.7043E-02

-2.
O.
.25
.5

2.

3.

0.25

1.

13 for He

1.5759E7C1

6.

1.

4.414"02

3.6432E702

2.

1.0120E702

9.1828E-03

7.2825E703

3.

3.9001E-C3

3.6542E703

3.1565E-03

2.1377E703

4.

1.9169E703

1.1246E703

1.6380E703

1.2573E703

8.6591E704

5.

1.08ELE-03

1.0430E703

9.5742E-04

7.8274E704

6.0411E704

4.2111E704

6.

6.7479E704

6.5257E-04

6.0780E704

5.1663E704

4.2342E704

3.28112704

2.3358E704

8.

3.1327E704

3.0540E704

2.8954E704

2.5737E704

2.2459E704

1.9120E704

1.5718E704

1.2253E704

10.

1.7055E-04

1.6707E-04

1.6009E704

1.4593E704

1.3156E704

1.1695E-04

1.0210E704

8.7009E-05

•••••

77'

-7

8.4863E705

Table 5.4

V

X

0.25

0.5

1.

1 13 for Ne
2.

4.

3.

6.

5.

2. 0070E-0 3

2.7554E.44

2.8479E..05

1.6786E-06

2.0384E47

3.3563E-08

6.5562E...39

1.4293E-09

2.0825E.•02

2.7042E03

2.6108E-.04

1.4345E-05

1.6789E06

2.7012E-07

5.1.932E08

1.1193E08

1.9620E.-01

2.4423E.-02

2.2434E...03

1.1720E04

1.3363E.•05

2.1159E•06

4.0236E.•07

8.6069E•.00

-2.

1. 4 8E9E+00

1.8407E..01

1.6875E-.02

5.8040E 04

1.0029E-04

1.5864E.•05

3.0141E-06

6.4411E.-07

O.

3.7621E+U0

6.9642E01

8.6117E..02

5.4727E03

6.7028E04

1.0990E04

2.1310E-.05

6.6952E-01

9.7855E-A2

6.6936E03

8.3794E. ..04

1.3875E04

2.7049E-05

5.8733E06

1.0675E-01

8.1040E-03

1.0427E-03

1.7470E04

3.4273E•.05

7.4697E7..06

1.1397E..02

1.58E8E-03

2.7435E-04

5.4693E-05

1.2032E•.05

3.3059E-03

6.4260E•04

1.3509E04

3.0595E05

1.3373E-03

3.1390E...04

7.4944E05

6.5255E04

1.7306E...04

.25
.5

8.5965E...01

-

1.

2.0716E...01

1.7600E 01

2.

3.8519E C2

3.6320E 02

3.0979E...02

3.

1.3108E-.02

1.2702E•02

1.1725E-02

8.9864E...03

4.

5.8997E..03

5.7851E 03

5.5104E03

4.7482E...03

3.6352E-03

5.

3.12E5E-.03

3.0851E..03

2.9861E.-03

2. 7 133E03

2.3195E-03

1.7738E...03

1.8278E03

1.7858E03

1.6705E03

1.5053E03

1.2787E 03

9.7684E•04

-

6.

-

-

-

AM" =lb •Nis

-

3.5936E•04

8.

7.9325E...04

7.8891E...04

7.7850E•04

7.4999E..04

7.0952E04

6.5484E.44

5.8292E•04

4.9057E04

10.

4.0875EC4

4.0735E04

4.0395E.-04

3.9469E...04 •

3.8151E*04

3.6375E-04

3.4065E 04

3.1132E-04

-

Table 5.5
up,

0.25

-8.

1.8931E-C4

3.6314E-05

5.3487E-06

-5.

3.9414E-03

6.2387E-04

-4.

7.7335E-n2

-2.

0.

2.

3.

4.

4.3628E-07

6.2354E-C8

1.1356E-08

2.3773E-09

5.4549E-30

7.4899E-05

5.0448E-06

6.5416E-07

1.1207E-07

2.2491E-08

5.0017E-09

1.0365E-02

1.0306E-03

5.7834E-05

6.8200E-06

1,1008E-06

2.1193E-07

4.5708E-08

2.2485E+00

1.4887E-31

1.2911E-02

6.3040E-04

6.8885E-05

1.0580E-05

1.9656E-06

4.1276E-C7

6.6649E+00

1.0741E+00

1.1174E-01

5.8300E-03

6.3456E-04

9.5968E-05

1.7531E-05

3.6244E-06

1.0997E+00

1.3504E-01

7.4965E-03

8.2669E-04

1.2547E-04

2.2934E-05

4.7394r-:16

1.5590E-01

9.5374E-03

1.0721E-03

1.6363E-04

2.9955E-05

6.1911E-06

1.4764E-02

1.7727E-03

2.7583E-04

5.0354E-05

1.0528E-05

4.3301E-03

7.4509E-04

1.4235E-04

2.9915E-05

1.7761E-03

3.7523E-04

8.2577E-05

8.7852E-34

2.123CE-04

.25
.5

1.

1 13 for Ar

1.4120E+00

0.5

---

5.

6.

1,

2.8589E-01

2.5703E-01

2.

4.3139E-02

4.2744E-02

4.0134E-02

3.

1.2332E-02

1.3061E-02

1.3099E-02

1.1770E-02

4.

5.3350E-C3

5.4187E-03

5.5402E-C3

5.5055E-133

4.8279E-03

5.

2.65G8E-C3

2.6965E-03

2.7766E-03

2.8593E-03

2.7726E-03

2.3889E-Q3

6.

1.4851E-03

1.5149E-03

1.5625E-03

1,6333E-03

1.6486E-03

1.5687E-03

1.3325E-03

8.

5.9566E-04

6.0525E-04

6.2377E-04

6.5646E-04

6.8186E-04

6.9142E-04

6.7749E-04

6.2717E-04

10.

2.9213E-C4

2.9644E-04

3.0479E-04

3.2067E-04

3.3454E-04

3.4527E-04

3.4890E-04

3.4807E-04

.......

---

4.9E19E-04

Table 5.6

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3.3656E-0T

4.6440E-08

8.4603E-09

1.7810E-09

4.1102E-10

1.0117E-10

3.2582E-05

6.8794E-06

7./660E-07

1.1280E-07

2./621E-08

4.6691E-09

1.0934E-09

6.2207E-C3

1.2096E-03

1.6832E-04

1.2244E-05

1.6109E-06

2.7600E-07

5.5/31E-08

1.2186F-03

-2.

4.1365E-01

5.1831E-02

4.6359E-03

2.2643E-04

2.4376E-05

3.6842E-06

6.7459E-07

1.3482E-C7

0.

1.0431E+31

1.3344E+00

1.0509E-01

4.0619E-03

3.7056E-04

5.0030E-05

8.4221E-06

1.6363E-26

1.5725E+00

1.4368E-J1

5.7628E-03

5.1714E-04

6.9188E-05

1.1542E-05

2.2261E-0S

1.8665E-01

7.9456E-03

7.1480E-04

9.5534E-05

1.5811E-05

3.0280E-06

1.4751E-02

1.3789E-03

1.8112E-04

2.9596E-05

5.5971E-06

4.5211E-03

6.2659E-04

1.0189E-C4

1.897EE-05

1.9206E-03

3.3486E-04

6.2914E-05

9.7822E-04

1.9858E-04

p/A

0.25

-8.

2.6276E-66

1.1622E-06

-6.

1.C567E-04

-4.

.25
.5

0.5

2.0192E+60

1.

1 13 for Kr

1.

3.0418E-01

3.0773E-01

2.

3.2818E-02

3.5610E-02

4.0099E-02

3.

8.0894E-03

8.708CE-03

1.0189E-02

1.2290E-02

4.

2.9420E-03

3.1617E-03

3.6379E-03

4.6299E-03

5.2208E03

5.

1.334/E-03

1.4232E-03

1.6159E-03

2.0465E-03

2.4743E-03

2.6591E-03

6.

6.9942E-04

7.4092E-04

8.3068E-04

1.0360E-03

1.263 7 E-03

1.4680E-03

1.5212E-03

a.

2.5399E-04

2.66/5E-04

2.9227E-04

3.5205E-04

4.2183E-04

4.9924E-04

5.7582E-04

6.3189E-04

16.

1.1674E-04

1.2139E-04

/13130E-04

1.5369E-04

1.7977E-04

2.0956E-04

2.4241E-04

2.7631E-04

---

5.5960E-14

Table 5.7

1 13 for Xe
5.

6.

4.9149E-10

1.1658E-10

2.9465E-11

3.1359E-08

6.4185E-09

1.4443E-09

3.4721E-10

3.5916E-06

5.1682E-07

9.2832E-08

1.9070E-08

4.2884E-09

1.7083E-03

8.9464E-05

9.7969E-06

1.4862E-06

2.7186E-07

5.6179'7 -0 8

1.2950E+00

8.2 7 42E-02

2.5699E-03

2.0975E-04

2.6258E-05

4.1964E-06

7.P

1.7565E+QG

1.2540E-01

3.891 4 E-03

3.0852E-04

3.7776E-05

5.9:59E-06

1.oS5'E-OE.

1.8321E-01

5.8458E-03

4.5340E-G4

5.4366E-05

8.4026E-06

1.51;o- 06

1.2679E-02

9.7119E-04

1.1253E-04

1.6863E-05

2.996CE-06

4.0830E-03

4.7269E-04

6.7843E-05

1.131E-05

1.7947E-03

2.6562E-04

4.4178E-05

9.3828E-04

1.63 9 2E-04

I.

2.

3.

1.6255E-07

6.0624E-08

1.0507E-08

2.1458E-09

9.4568E-06

4.4750E-06

1.3192E-06

1.7756E-07

-4.

6.8482E-04

2.0508F-04

3.9476E-05

-2.

1.1465E-C1

1.6880E-02

1.

1.2145E+01

0.25

,I/X
-8.

2.8006E-C7

-6.

,

.25
.5

---

0.5

2.2554E+00

---

4.

3c-C7

1.

2.6759E-01

3.0206E-01

2.

2.23936-02

2.6199E-02

3.4465E-02

3.

4.82ECE-03

5.5235E-03

7.1762E-03

1.1099E-02

4.

1.6063E-03

1.8003E-03

2.2602E-03

3.4927E-03

4.0785E-03

5.
6.

6.86E9E-04

7.5638E-04

9.2069E-04

1.3627E-03

1.9627E-03

2.5505E-03

3.4471E-04

3.7471E-04

4.4473E-04

6.2958E-04

8.8733E-04

1.2112E-03

1.4902E-03

8.

1.177+E-04

1.2501E-04

1.4392E-04

1.8974E-04

2.5169E-04

3.3407E-C4

4.3815E-04

5.5314E-04

10.

5.1900E-05

5.4819E-05

6.1225E-05

7.6806E-05

9.7005E-05

1.2318E-04

1.5671E-04

1.9849E-04

---

5.4823E-04
---

82
(b)

In this three-dimensional integration of 1 23, a table
for the cross section p(cos u, ,Z) is required, where Z is
proportional to the square root of bz/(14-b) and is
linearly proportional to the interacton parameter A.
Since b and A vary from cne system to another, a table
general enough to cover all five cases is needed. We
prepare a table of A(coslp ,Z) with 61 sets of Z (for Z
from 0. to 5. at step mostly equal to 0.1) and in each
set there are 101 points of I) from 1. 8 ° to 179.1 ° at
o
interval mostly equal to 1.8 . Reprsentative results are
displayed in Table 5.3.

Even with the availability of table

Aip
(cos ,Z), the

three dimensional integration is still very time
consuming. In order to reduce computing time we did not
generate full tables of 1 23 as in the case of 1 1 3.
Instead we generated 1 23 for x =(0.25, to 12.5) with
=(-10 to 0), then for the same range of

p

with x=(0.25

to 12.5) for x>p . The use of detailed balance permitted
the calculation of the remaining elements of 123. We have
compared some elements generated directly and those from
using the detailed balance, with excellent agreement.
After various tests we adopted the Gauss Quadrature which

83
for a given relat:vo accuracy of 30 4 is much faster than
Simpson's Quadraturc. Tables for the five cases of 1 23
withemszqualto0.25hvebngratd.
Partial results are shown in Tables 5.9 to 5.13. Tables
5.14 to 5.18 give partial results of I

Ap

defined in (5-8).

At A=u , 123 has a singularity, an indication of the
failure of this classical approach at A.9.1 . No attempt
is made to generate these 1,13 in this neighborhood.
Fortunately in neither the equation of the
quasi-equilibrium distribution p

(A)

nor the final

calculation of the recombination coefficient

a

R

are the

A .11 elements needed. (although additional points are
required in the neighborhood of

A=44

for interpolation in

the precise calculation). This is obvious from Eq.
(5-2a) since all values of A are greater than values of

p

except A= u= v where exact cancellation occurs. So the
point of A =P, will not contribute to a R .
p (A)

For the case of

we will have a separate discussion in (c).

Table 5.8
/Z

0.
44

0.3
44-

A(46z):scattering due to Langevin's Potential

0.9

1.55

2.0

3.0

•63.95 .

-35.97

-15.36

4.0

8.0

-8.55

-2.11

7342.191

3342.453

3340.506

3338.842

3334.992

3331.944

3325.640

55.703

60.675

60.736

60.385

60.044

59.290

3.211

20

9.126

11.530

11.574

11.374

2.138

2.511

30

3.081

4.771

4.815

11.526
4.747

4.684
4.', 7R

4.666

1.858

2.? 1 2

4.i;L

.4

1.403

2.692

2.740

2.719

1.324

1.742

2.190

4.100

50

.75 4

1.809

1.561

1.875

1.233

1.671

2.134

4,C 7 O

60

.452

1.356

1.412

1.453

1.177

1.628

2.100

4.0!;1

80

.201

.933

.991

.912

1.114

1.581

2.062

L.0 2 2

100

.110

.762

.813

.874

1.081

1.557

2.044

,-

120

.072

.708

.733

.853

1.064

1.544

2.034

4.017

140

.055

.759

.710

.842

1.054

1.537

2.028

4.14

163

.063

1.083

.781

.835

1.049

1.534

2.025

4

2
IC

3317.39

.022

.041.1

N.B. a)11) in degree, b) 2nd row gives tp c: critical angle of orbiting (Z>1 only)

Table 5.9

1 23 for He

pix

0.25

-8.

7.9718E-10

2.0666E-09

1.5197E-09

2.7634E-10

4 .9191E-11

9.6337E-12

1.7510E-12

3.0930E-13

-6.

1.2683E-07

1.12E5E-07

4.1316E-08

6.2398E-09

1.1229E-09

2.0925E-10

4.0955E-11

7.7465E-12

-4.

1.0079E-05

4.677IE-C6

1.3382E-06

1.7378E-07

2.68E6E-06

4.7797E-09

8.6344E-10

1.7432E-10

-2.

1.9 4 17E-03

6.0839E-04

1.1062E-04

7.4339E-06

8.3970E-07

1.2239E-07

2.0105E-08

3.8G51E-09

0.

3. 4 187E+01

1.5278E+00

4.2598E-02

7.0635E-04

4.i428E-05

4.1012E-06

5.8044E-07

8.9602E-08

6.6632E+00

1.1820E-01

1.4072E-03

7.1719E-05

6.8937E-06

8.8725E-07

1.3S, 39E-07

3.4418E-01

2.8192E-03

1.2632E-04

1.1009E-05

1.2201E-06

2.0687E-C7

1.2731E-02

4.1363E-04

2.9977E-05

3.4203E-06

4.7816E-07

5.8136E-03

2.6049E-04

2.2570E-05

2.7288E-06

3.2770E-03

1.8479E-04

I.7920E-G5

2.0319E-03

1.3681E-04

.25
.5

0.5

8.5544E400

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.487SE-01

5.6E72E-01

2.

8.1862E-03

1.2426E-02

3.4308E-02

3.

1.1127E-L3

1,5105E-03

3.0533E-03

1.5899E-02

4.

2.8798E-04

3.6823E-04

6.0620E-04

1.9112E-03

5.

1.0090E-L4

1.2359E-04

1.8447E-04

4.6097E-04

6.

4.3556E-05

4.9940E-05

7.1767E-05

1.4940E-04

3.6019E-04

1.0182E-03

3.7118E-03

8.

1.0343E-J5

1.14E6E-05

1.5878E-05

2.7520E-05

5.2473E-05

1•0533E-04

2.3138E-04

5.9151E-04

10.

2.9490E-C6

3.4473E-06

4.5681E-06

7.2541E-06

1.2790E-05

2.2426E-05

4.0431E-05

7.8743E-05

••■ ■••

•••• ■•=.

8.8977E-03
5.5011E-03

1,3642E-03
4101.

Table 5.10

1

23

for Ne
4.

5

1.

2.

3.

1.9680E-45

1.3025E-06

1.7010E-07

2.9193E-08

5.8576E-09

1.3106E..49

2.0588E-03

2.2207E-04

1.3520E-35

1.6586E-06

2.7392E-07

5.3353E-08

1.1581E...08

2.1054E-C1

2.7645E-02

2.6998E-03

1.4872E-04

1.7041E-05

2.6663E-06

4.9450E-07

1.0555E-C7

-2.

3.4222E+00

4.1795E-01

3.6518E-02

1.7385E-03

1.8377E-04

2.7034E-05

4.8559E-06

9.8791E-07

O.

1.3300F+C2

1.0777E+01

6.5587E-01

2.3591E-02

2.1540E-03

2.9493F-04

5.0066E-05

9.7276E-06

2.4266E+01

1.0409E+00

3.3386E-02

2.9729E-03

3.9943E-04

6.7327E-05

1.3003E-05

1.8146E+00

4.8052E-02

4.1310E-03

5.4246E-04

9.0635E-05

1.7390E-05

1.0691E-01

8.0901E-03

1.0186E-03

1.6477E-04

3.1173E-05

3.6964E-02

3,8035E-03

5.6797E-04

1.0222E-04

1.7247E-02

2.0791E-03

3.4827E-04

9.6120E-03

1.275CE-03

/X
-8.

1.1298E-03

1,6895E-04

-6.

1.4471E-02

4.

-

0.25

.25
.5

0.5

3.1158E+C1

1.0

1.

2.2036E+00

2.9917E+00

---

2.

1.3212E-C1

2.1535E-31

2.9062E-41

3.

4.6503E-02

5.03'6=-0?

5.9778E-02

1.0048E-01

40

1.5984E-G2

1.7954E-02

2.0459E-02

20104E-02

4.5382E-02

5.

7.7820E-03

8.1 5 87E-03

8.9959E-33

1.1408E-02

1.5362E-02

2.6101E...02

6.

4.0855E-03

4.2526E-03

4.6265E-03

5.5813E-03

6.9952E...03

9.4212E-03

1.6250E-02

8.

1.4760E-G3

1.5253E-03

1.6296E-03

10626E-03

2.1671E-03

2.5855E-03

3.2217E-03

4.3725E...03

10.

6.7149E-04

6.8711E-04

7.2059E...04

8.0359E-44

9.0475E-04

1.0308E-03

1.1946E-03

1.4218E-43

---

---

5.9780E•03
---

Table 5.11

1 23 for Ar
5.

6.

-s.

7.65E8E-03

9.6078E-04

8.7109E-05

4.5716E-06

5.2021E-07

5.0879E-08

1.4980E-08

3.1393E-09

-6.

6.4112E-02

7.9916E-03

7.3333E-04

3.7919E-05

4.2086E-06

6.5429E-07

1.2081E-07

2.5065E-08

-4.

5.5892E-01

6.9415E-02

6.2789E-03

3.1574E-04

3.4769E-05

5.3589E-06

9.8341E-07

2.0335E-07

5.326CE+CO

o.E607E-01

5.7240E-02

2.831LE-03

2.9905E-04

4.4954E-05

8.1547E-06

1.6625E-C6

1.3467E+02

1.0779E+01

7.1186E-01

2.8391E-02

2.7693E-03

3.9916E-04

7,0274E-05

1.3986E-Y7

2.3594E+01

1.0816E+00

3.8971E-0Z

3.6997E-03

5.2843E-04

9.2399E-05

1.8325E-35

1.8242E+00

5.4138E-02

4.9688E-03

7.0286E-04

1.2185E-04

2.4035E-05

1.1265E-01

9.158CE-03

1.2504E-03

2.1265E-04

4.1E29E-05

4.7402E-02

4.2109E-03

6.7015E-C4

1.2551E-04

1.7701E-02

2.275E

0.25

0.
.25

0.5

3.029EE+01

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.2902E+00

3.0076E+00

2.

2.2426E-01

2.4263E-01

3.0623E-01

3.

5,7874E-02

6.0533E-02

6.7669E-02

1.0167E-01

4.

2.2470E-02

2.3276E-02

2.5115E-02

3.1115E-02

4.811 7 E-G2

5.

1.C680E-C2

1.0969E-02

1.1610E-02

1.3460E-02

1.6815E-02

2.6673E-02

6.

5.7575E-03

5.8819Z-03

6.1634E-03

6.9075E-03

8.0151E-03

1.0105Z-02

1.6335E-02

8.

2.1735E-03

2.2101E-03

2.2850E-03

2.4756E-03

2.6983E-03

3.0093E-03

3.5112E-03

4.4°63E-03

10.

1.0255E-03

1.0410E-03

1.0667E-03

1.1242E-C3

1.1926E-03

1.2854E-03

1.4094E-03

1.5878E-03

-03

9.8123E-03

3.9905E-0

►

1.3675E-0Z
6.0313E-03

Table 5.12
11/X

0.25

0.5

1.

- 23 for Kr

T

2.

3.

4.

6.

5.

-8.

2.7691E-03

7.6695E-04

3.6295E-05

2.0295E-06

2.3859E-07

3.8265E-08

7.2542E09

1.5369E09

-6.

2.8445E•02

3.6437E•.03

344951E.•04

1.8765E-05

2.1354E...05

3.3510E•.07

6.2795E-08

1.3181E08

"4.

2.5628E...01

3.7232E...02

3.4294E03

1.7577E...04

1.9354E05

24?844E...C6

5.4874[-07

1,1368E..07

-2.

3.;.208E+00

4.0999E•01

3.6111&•02

1.7256E...03

1.8485E04

2.7270E-05

4.0827E-06

9.97.66E-C7

C.

1.0040E+32

8.0358E+00

5.1379E-01

1.961 1, E-02

1.3759E-03

2.6220E-04

4.53E2E-05

8.9604:-C6

1.7583E+01

7.8680E•01

2.7204E-02

2.5310E.•03

3.4979E.•04

6.0151E.-05

1,1154E05

1.3433E+00

3.8346E...02

3.444 4 E.•03

4.6743E-04

7.9998E-05

1.5678E-:5

8.1616E-02

6.5385E-G3

8. 4 651E-04

1.419bE-04

2.7431P-G5

2.7506E-02

2.9680E-03

4.59C8E-04

8.5 8 73E-05

1.2963E-02

1.6192E-03

2.7917E-04

7.2077E-03

9.8708E-04

.25

.5

2.2577E+01

1.

1.6657E4E0

2.2147E+00

2.

1.5555E-01

1.7185E-01

2.2186E-Oi

3.

3.9592:-02

4.1961E-02

4.8314E-02

7.5041E-02

4.

1.4873E-02

1.5479E-02

1.7023E-02

2.1931E-02

3.5237E-02

5.

6.9526E-03

7.2011E-03

7.7517E-03

9.2209E-03

1.1964E-02

1.9593E-G2

6.

3.7244-C3

3.8362E-03

4.0711E-C3

4.6885E-03

5.6074E-03

7.2788E-G3

1.2028E-02

8.

1.3714E-03

1.4043E-03

1.4741E-03

1.6318E-03

1.8345E-03

2.1076E-03

2,5237E-03

3.2975E-03

10.

6.3272E-G4

6.4466:-04

6.6948E-04

7.2637E-04

7.9355E-04

8.7546E-04

9.7989E-04

1.1294E-03

---

4.4248E-03
••••••••

Table 5.13
0.25

0.5

1 2 3 EI 2 3 (7„ p ) for Xe
1.

4.

3.

5.

6.

u/X
-8.

4.2423-.1-04

6.4079E-05

7.6141E-06

5.2126E-07

6.918/E-08

1.1796E-08

2.3558F-89

5.1564E-10

-6.

6.484CE-03

8.9581E-04

9.7677E-05

5.8271E-06

7.300.4 E-07

1.2007E-07

2.3091E-08

4.9500E-09

-4.

1.0219E-01

1.3186E-02

1.2937E-03

6.8997E-05

7.891;E-06

1.2359E-06

2.3119E-07

4.8092E-08

-2.

1.7717E400

2.1382E-01

1.8442E-02

8.6401E-04

9.050/E-05

1.3337E-05

2.3668E-06

4.7378E-07

D.

7.412LE 4 01

5.832tE400

3.50/7E-01

1,2391E-02

1.1239E-03

1.5127E-04

2,5152F-J5

4.8404E-J.)

1.2965E+01

5.5620E-01

1.7585E-02

1.5519E-03

2.0589E-0 4

3.4053E-05

£.4715E-06

9.7691E-01

2.5617E-02

2.1427E-03

2.8092E-04

4.61345-05

8.70995-06

5.7316E-02

4.2518E-03

5.2599E-04

8.4686E-05

1.5785E-05

1.3728E-02

1.9974E-03

2.9326E-04

5.2166E-05

9.3058E-03

1.91107E-03

1.8226E-04

5.1711E-03

6.8257E-04

.25
.5

1.6t47E401

L.

1.

1.1775E400

1.6107E+00

2.

1.0126E-01

1.1411E-01

1.5580E-01

3.

2.4270E-02

2.6107E-02

3.1417E-02

5.3625E-02

4.

8.7546E-03

9.3028E-03

1.0565t-02

1.4759E-02

2.5296E-0?

5.

3.9366E-03

4.1529E-03

4.F237E-03

5.8902E-03

8.2071E-03

1.4056E-02

6.

2.0333E-03

2.13121-03

2.3426E-O3

2.8864E-03

346608E-03

5.0436E-03

8.72806-03

8.

7.2E88E-C 4

7.5268E-04

8.094ZE-04

9.4422E-04

1.1196E-03

1.3504E-03

1.7088E-03

2.3345E-03

10.

3.2339E-04

3.3205E-04

3.5453E-04

4.017'E-04

4.5821E-04

5,3/77E-04

6.2254E-04

7.4939E-04

MOM

3.2101E-[3

Table 5.14
11 /X

0.25

0.5

1.

I

for He

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

-8.

2.4663E-02

3.0266E-03

2.7083E-04

1.3601E-05

1.5048E-06

2.3269E-07

4.3400E-08

9.1336E-09

-6.

1.471 7 E-01

1.8217E-02

1.6540E-03

8.4904E-05

9.5497E-06

1.4963E-06

2.8213E-07

5.9917E-08

-4.

7.9399E-01

1.0037E-01

9.3989E-n3

5.0294E-04

5.8193E-05

9.3126E-06

1.7852E-06

3.8425E-07

-2.

3.4327E+00

4.6006E-01

4.6594E-02

2.7269E-03

3.3272E-04

5.5205E-05

1.0869E-05

2.3577E-05

0.

1.9172E+01

1.7162E+00

1.7609E-01

1.2522E-02

1.7051E-03

3.0267E-04

6.2401E-05

1.4170E-05

3.7339E+00

2.2089E-01

1.4964E-02

2.0693E-03

3.7166E-04

7.7138E-05

1.7 4.28E-05

3.2180E-01

1.7919E-02

2.5059E-03

4.5530E-04

9.5343E-05

2.1915E-05

2.7135E-02

3.6645E-03

6.7953E-04

1. 4 487E-04

3.3703E-Og

8.8i58E-03

1.4989E-03

3.2909E-04

7.8537E-5

3.9488E-03

7.4462E-04

1.7982E-04

2.0999E-03

4.1935E-04

.25
.5

4.7937E+00

1.

4.6694E-01

5.298 4 E-01

2.

8.6151E-02

8.0222E-02

7.3639E-02

3.

3.2365E-02

3.0516E-02

2.7076E-02

2.4003E-02

4.

1.5801E-02

1.5079E-02

1.3650E-02

1.1070E-02

1.0730E-02

5.

8.9222E-C3

8.5844E-03

7.9089E-03

6.593CE-03

5.5073E-03

5.5991E-03

6.

5.5388E-03

5.3596E-03

5.0023E-03

4.2881E-03

3.6119E-03

3.1016E-03

3.4080E-03

8.

Z.5674E-C3

Z.5034E-03

2.3754E-03

2.1170E-03

1.8590E-03

1.5075E-03

1.3808E-03

1.2448E-03

in.

1.3966E-03

1.3684E-03

1.3117E-03

1.1970E-03

1.0816E-03

9.6601E-04

8.5190E-04

7.4415E-04

1.2532E-03

Table 5.15
0.25

xru

0.5

1.

I

for Ne
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

-8.

1.9920E-C2

2.7528E-03

2.8738E-04

1.7123E-05

2.0946E-06

3.4643E-07

6.7872E-08

1.4827E-08

-6.

2.1025E-01

2.7533E-02

2.6883E-03

1.4941E-04

1.7586E-05

2.8385E-06

5.4660E-07

1.1732E-07

-4.

2.0767E+00

2.6035E-01

2.4123E-02

1.2702E-03

1.4493E-04

2.2906E-05

4.3462E-06

9.2102E-07

-2.

1.80 41E+G1

2.23 1 6E+00

2.0239E-01

1.0344E-02

1.1599E-03

1.8083E-04

3. 4 009E-05

7.2017E-06

0.

2.1411E+02

2.0323E+01

1.6391E+00

8.0806E-02

8.9472E-03

1.3918E-03

2.6J67E

5.4989E

3.749 4 E+01

2.2443E+00

1.0469E-01

1,1547E-02

1.7921E-03

3.3576E-04

70818E-05

3.3252E+00

1.3660E-01

1.4926E-02

2.3075E-03

4.3230E-04

9.11 4E-05

2.4289E-01

2.5044E-02

3.8390E-03

7.15872-64

1.5094E-04

7.1144E-02

1.0823E-02

1.9761F-03

4.1344E-04

3.4573E-02

5.5723E-03

1.1391E-03

1.8402E-02

2.2384E-03

.25
.5

--4.8144E+01

---

-

2“

-

G5

1.

4.7512E+00

5.4824E+00

2.

6.02421-01

6.1219E-01

6.6025E-01

3.

1.8062E-G1

1.8113E-01

1.8505E-01

2.1242E-01

4.

7.6202E-C2

7.6413E-02

7.7109E-02

7.9969E-02

9.3980E-02

5.

3.8809E-02

3.8915E-02

3.9085E-02

3.9691E-02

4.1174E-02

5.0022E-02

6.

2.2251E-02

2.2305E-02

2.2401E-02

2.2573E-02

2.2880E-02

2.3929E-02

2.9970E-02

8.

9.2028E-03

9.2265E-03

9.2655E-03

9.3042E-03

9.3250E-03

9.3624E-03

9.5224E-03

1.0159E-02

10.

4.6272E-03

4.6344E-03

4.6463E-03

4.6683E-03

4.6778E-03

4.6771E-03

4.6762E-03

4.6997E-03

---

---

1.1C25E-C2

Table 5.16
0.25

p/ A

0.5

1.

I Xp for Ar
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

-8.

3.4713E-02

4.5767E-03

4.5349E-04

2.6401E-05

3.2273E-06

5.3092E-07

1.0315E-07

2.2445E-08

-6.

3.3205E-01

4.3717E-02

4.3213E-03

2.4401E-04

2.8737E-05

4.6497E-06

8.90118E-07

1.9056E-07

4.

3.6490E+00

4.6653E-01

4.3832E-02

2.3220E-03

2.6226E-04

4.1293E-05

7.7518E-06

1.6360E-06

-2.

4.3750E+01

5.3023E+00

4.6130E-01

2.267LE-02

2.41E2E-03

3.7001E-04

6.7935E-05

1.4061E-05

0.

5.69176+02

6.3049E+01

4.8791E+00

2.1873E 01

2.2492E-02

3.3211E-03

5.9583E-04

1.2 5 .-srE

1.1604E+02

6.8057E+00

2.9136E-01

2.9679E-02

4.3633E-03

7.8136E-04

1.5t32E-04

1.0216E+01

3.8936E-01

3.9189E-02

5.7E37E-03

1.0254E-03

2.17 7 22E-04

7.2103E-01

6.8662E-02

9.9681E-03

1.7645E-03

3.5705E-04

2.2935E-01

3.0343E-02

5.2462E-03

1.0438E-03

1.0375E-01

1.5918E-02

3.0767E-03

5.5656E-02

9.3132E-03

-

.25
.5

--1.4900E+02

---

-

-

;..

1.

1.4448E+ui

1.5843E+01

4_.

1.6767E+00

1.7450E+00

1.9600E+00

3.

4.6426E-01

4.7742E-01

5.0735E-01

6.2345E-C1

4.

1.8576E-01

1.9054E-01

2.4021E-01

2.2420E-01

2.8202E-01

5.

9.0313E-0?

9.2300E-02

9.6335E-02

1.0537E-01

1.1762E-01

1.5129E-01

6.

4.9741E-02

5.4705E-02

5.2594E-02

5.6989E-02

6.1797E-02

6.8964E-02

9.0607E-02

3.

1.9366E-G2

1.9685E-02

2.0317E-02

2.1672E-02

2.3031E-02

2.4474E-02

2.6287E-02

2.94436-02

10.

9.3320E-03

9.4712E-03

9.7229E-03

1.0229E-02

1.0762E-02

1.1330E-02

1.19E12E-02

1.2619E-C2

---

3.33116-02

Table. 5.17
0.25

A/X

0.5

I
laz
1.

for Kr
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

-8.

2.4742E-C2

3.2969E-03

3.3106E-04

1.9130E-05

2.3160E-06

3.8095E-07

7.3950E-08

1.5964E-08

-6.

2.55 92E-C1

3.3208E-02

3.2645E-03

1.8331E-04

2.1559 E-05

3.4705E-06

6.6423E-07

1.4196E-07

-4.

2.7802E+00

3.5858E-01

3.4336E-02

1.8408E-03

2.0857E-04

.2780E-05

6.1251E-06

1.2861E-06

-2.

3.9749E+J1

4.8145 7 +0G

4.2564E-01

2.0449E-02

2.1932E-03

3.2553E-04

5.8620E-05

1.197 7 E-05

C.

1.128,E+03

1.0149E+02

5. 9 317E+00

2.5551E-01

2.501-E-02

3.-.568E-03

5.9247E-04

1.1049E-04

1.9192E+02

1.0229E+01

3.70J.2E-01

3.4134E-02

4.5663E-03

7.9-,49E-04

1.6151E+01

5.1962E-01

4.67,7E-02

6.3046E-C3

1.'669E-03

2.0751E-04

1.057E,E+00

5.914TF-02

1.1595E-02

1.92 7 9E-03

3.6977E-34

3.4726E-01

4.0479E-02

6.3'24E-03

1.1901E-03

1.5853E-01

2.1927E-02

3.8'165E-03

8.511..0E-02

1.3227E-C2

.25
.5

2.4643c+02

1.

2.1655E+01

2.6629E+01

2.

2.1299E+0J

2.3288E+00

2.8750E+00

3.

5.339t, E-01

5.6892E-01

6.5868E-01

9.4395E-01

4.

1.9842E-G1

2.0878E-01

2.3297E-01

2.9910E-01

4.3093E-01

5.

9.1831t.-02

9.60.1E-02

1.0526E-01

1.2799E-01

1.6202E-01

2.3415E-01

6.

4

.8851E-02

5.0777E-02

5.4879E-02

6.4978E-02

7.8263E-02

9.7736E-02

1.4126E-01

8.

1.7908E-02

1.8474E-02

1.9681E-J2

2.2 4 24E-02

2.5793E-02

2.9959E-02

3.5383E-02

4.3334E-02

10.

8.2525E-03

8.4630E-03

8.9061E-03

9.9142E-C3

1.1097E-02

1.2494E-02

1.4160E-02

1.6251E-02

'NM 40 ea

5.1966E-02

Table 5.18

1.1/A

0.25

1.

0.5

I Ap for Xe
2.

,)
..i.

4.

5.

6.

-8.

7.0355:-1.3

1.0732E-03

1.2859E-04

8.9673E-.05

1.2095E-06

2.0948E-07

4.2311E-08

9.4129E-09

-6.

1.0842E-L1

1.5C60E-C2

1.5535E-03

1.0180E-04

1.2989E-05

2.1688E-06

4.2250E-07

9.1577E-O8

-4.

1.7225t+JO

2.2527E-01

2.2601E-02

1.2438E-03

i.4511E-04

2.3015E-05

4.3.91E-06

9.1300E-07

-2.

3.2517E+C1

4.0029E+00

3.5177E..01

1.6724E-02

1.7627E-03

2.6086E-04

4.6502E-35

9.3S41E-C6

0.

1.5501E+03

1.3073E+02

7.9778E+00

2.7306E-01

2.4165E-02

3.2014E-03

5.2794E-04

1.01015-04

2.6153E+02

1.2542E+01

3.9382E-01

3.3854E-02

4.4C93E-03

7.21342-04

1.35255-04

2.1027E+01

5.7827E-01

4.7450E-02

6.0899E-03

9.8655E-04

1.8.54E-04

1.2835E+00

9.6002E-02

1.1680E-02

1.8481E-03

3.4058E-04

4.3451E-01

4.5525E-02

6.6437c-03

1.1796E-03

2.0158E-01

2.5387E-02

4.1816E-03

1.1049E-01

1.5',13E-02

.25
.5

3.359.E+r2

1.

2.6551E+01

3.4568E+01

---

2.

2.2653E+00

2.5916E+00

3.4889E+00

3.

5.2955E-L1

5.7805E-01

7.0937E-01

1.1811E+00

4.

1.8752E-01

2.0167E-01

2.3450E-01

3.3538E-01

5.4794E-01

5.

8.3375E-C2

8.8807E-02

1.0090E-01

1.3344E-01

1.8758E-01

3.0034E-01

6.

4.2803E-C2

4.5228E-02

5.0562E-02

6.4405E-02

8.3978E-02

1.1541E-01

1.8408E-01

8.

1.511=E-02

1.5804E-02

1.7215E-02

2.0650E-02

2.5176E-02

3.1152E-02

3.9819E-02

5.3225E-02

10.

6.7350E-C3

6.9545E-03

7.4951E-03

8.6844E-03

1.0148E-02

1.2051E-02

1.4431E-02

1.7526E-02

---

6.7718E-02
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(c)

p(

The quasi-equi2ibrium distribution function satisfies
the integral equation (3-21) which becomes, with the
introduction of the

variables

6,1

p Mir du K x11 = J

r

A,11

(5-10a)

ch; p(p) K xp

_03

_CO

to be solved subjected to the boundary conditions
0
<1

s < x

(5-10b)
O<x<s
-0.<x < 0
1
Since only the integration over u is performed, the
p(k) =

constant and the factor lk can be eliminated from (5-9a)
so that

du I(A,11.)= f- dp p(u)

P(a)

I(A,p)

(5-10c)

00

00

where I( x, 0 are defined in (5-8b) and their components
113 , 123 have been tabulated. We define, for convenience,
two terms I , 17 as following
I4- (A )

=f

I(X,u)du

f

I(x,p)du

1.(A) =

-CO

so that equations 5-10c) becomes

(5-11a)

96

+ 1 + 00 = I001-jp(0 I(X,p)dp

p(A) (

where the boundary condition of P=1 for

(5-12a)

—oc< P < 0

has

been applied to the integral on the right hand side. Here
I and I can be prepared separately from the tables of
113 , 123 or calculated directly. In any case we can now
solve

P

by transforming the integral (5-12a) into a

quadrature form assuming that the mesh is fine enough to
assure convergence. Specifically we use the Simpson
Quadrature such that

p(A)I0,1-04

Pj I(x,i11)

J

(5-12b)

j=0

0

where

C.] =

1
4
2

j=0 or m
j=odd
j=even

•

h is the mesh size such that mh=s where m is an even
number. In other words we break the interval (0,$) into m
(even number) equal parts and use Simpson's rule to
approximate the integral. By applying the same technique
to if one finds that P(A)1+ (A) as a Simpson's sum on the
left hand side has one term A=P identical to the term on
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the right hand side so that they cancel each other. Thus
(5 12a) becomes
-

m-1
h I .+
p i al + I'1 + ) = I.1 + . 01
j=1

h
'3- I..C.
1J J J

(5-12d)

where use of p m =0 (p(s)=0) and omission of the diagonal
term in both p ill

and the sum have been made so that

m-1'
means no x =p term is included. Note also that
j=1
IL0 corresponds to the matrix element for ,u=0 for a given
A

Equation (5•12d) can be put into matrix form

(5-12e)

Ai.). pi = B.1
where

h
B.1 = -I.1 - —3 I
I.
(5-12f)
11 = =-I. - I.+'
A..

(5-12g)

and

A..=
— I..
13 3
13 C j

The solution

i

(p =

1J

p

Bj

jai

(5-12h)

is given by the matrix equation

(5-12i)
•
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Thus the procedure is to choose the mesh size h, prepare
the corresponding matrix elements and carry out the matrix
inversion. The solution can

be

improved successively by

refining the mesh size h to ensure the convergence of all
elements involved. In practice finer mesh implies larger
dimensions of the matrix involved and also many more I 13'
123 elements are needed, thereby drastically increasing
the computing time. We find that the mesh=1/16 is
sufficient for our purpose of calculation.

It is obvious that

p

as a function of x varies from

one gas to another because of the corresponding change of
the physical parameters. Nevertheless for the five cases
under study, they are very close to each other, as can be
seen from Table 5.20 and the figures of p (Fig 5.9 for Ar
and 5.18 for Kr). This implies that the quasi-equilibrium
distributions are not very sensitive to the change of the
physical systems.

p(x) for the recombination cases

Table 5.19
A/p (x)

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

.25

9.9188E01

9.9312E01

9.9350E-01

9.9380E01

9.9393E01

.5

9.5810E•01

9.6367201

9.6511E-01

9.6616E01

9.6670E 01

.75

9.0363E01

9.1412E...01

9.1723E01

9.1883E-01

9.1967E-01

1.

8.3550E 01

8.5009E 01

8.5461E01

8.5685E...01

8.5786E-C1

1.5

6.8382E-01

7.0234E...01

7.0828E01

7.1129E 01

7.1221E...01

2.

5.3801E•01

5.5510E-01

5.614GE•01

5.6361E...01

5.6392E01

2,5

4.12'nE'..01

4.2597E...01

4.2986E...01

4.3196E....01

4.3172E-01

3.

3.1200E-01

3.2040E...01

3.2243E-01

3.2320E...01

3.2246E-01

3.5

2.3362E01

2.3758E 01

2.3854E...01

2.3782E-01

2.3664E...01

4.

1.7412E-01

1.7452E•01

1.7494E-01

1.7294E..01

1.7142E-01

4.5

1.2959E..-01

1.2747E01

1.2731E01

1.248JE-01

1.2294E•.01

5.

9.6497E-02

9.2836E-02

9.2279E-02

8.9519E-02

8.7556E-02

6.

5.3919E-02

4.9187E-02

4.8169E...02

4.5597E-..02

4.3836E-02

7.

3.0504E•02

2.6167E...-02

2.5088E-02

2.3082E-32

2.1711E...02

8.

1.7271E...02

1.3855E...02

1.2987E02

1.1547E02

1.0576E•.02

9.

9.2755E..-03

6.9582E03

6.3572E-03

5.4431E....03

4.8238E-03

9.5

6.2335E 03

4.5283E...03

4.0734E...03

3.4146E-03

2.9706E-03

9.75

4.7114E.;03

3.3492E...03

2.9808E...-03

2.4743E03

2.1311E-03

0.

O.

O.

0.

0.

0.

10.

-

-

-

-

-

-
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(d) Expression of

aR

From (a), (b), (c) we have now all the information
needed for the calculation of

a

R'

Note also that (5-8d)

can be put into the following form with. I -

o R = C a( dx e A
dx e x f

(1-p(A))I (-) (X) +

(5-13)

dp (p(p) - p(X)) I(A,p)

1 13' 1 23 are tabulated and p(A ) calculated
is
'
R
simple to calculate. The results for He, Ne, Ar, Kr and

Once

Xe are all in the order of cm 3/sec and given in Table
5.20. Tests of variation over values of p in the range
(0, s) have been made and show no change in recombination

corfficient

a

R

as expected.
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Table 5.20 a R and a R /air

a R /IT*
3 (a)

aRx10 (b)

He

4.641

9.355292

0.3480

Ne

2.990

2.132735

0.4478

Ar

4.515

0.908544

0.4985

Kr

3.882

0.713207

0.4870

Xc

3.661

0.673910

0.4982

X

RATIOaR/a T

(a) in unit of 10 -Pm3 /sec. see also C a in (5-8f).
(b) see aR in (5-15c).
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5.3 Comparison with the Thomson Treatment

Recall that the expression of the recombination rate
coefficient

aT for ions in their parent gas, is given by

(2-5 and 2-6)
a _ 4R
3 —
,
T 3 rT v N 3 (2q 4")
64n N q
= 81
3

1/2

e6

(8(1+a')
5/2
(ke)
ml

Here a 1 =1 in Thomson's treatment of equal masses, we have
aT

-

2567r
81

e6

m
"3 (k

e ) 5/2 (m1) 3.2(5-15c)

256n-e 6
81 . k 3 e 3 "3

e
—W
1600
m

7

1

(1.66047x10 -24 ) -1
kmN L

after a substitution of q in (5-5c). While according to
(5-8e) and (5-8f) and(5-15a) the rate coefficient becomes
x
d A e fdu ( P(u)- P( X) ) •
= a a
T R v
R
- 0°
[C

I (x,u)+ C I (X,u)])
23 23
13 13

(5-15b)

-3 k (m * ) (1+a) 2 /a 3/2
m 1

(5-15c)

where
a R=2.995374x10
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The results of the ratio to the Thomson's values are given
in Table 5.20. We see that Thomson's model overestimates
a R by about a factor of 2 compared with those from the
more detailed calculation. Considering its simplicity in
arriving at the estimated values of

aT this is not too

much an error.

5.4 Bottleneck Model

The basic expression for the rate of recombination
is given by (3-19) or (3-16). While the energy change
rate Kif dEf for de-excitation between the neighboring
levels increases rapidly with increasing effective quantum
number n (i.e., with decreasing binding, smaller x ), the
equilibrium populations (3-13) of the excited states
-

) decrease with increasing n. Hence the total

effective rate for de-excitation will exhibit a minimum
for a particular level n* with negative energy

*

E* (= - X ke ).

Ion-pairs more tightly bound than E*

have much greater probability of undergoing further
de-excitation to the level for recombination stabilization
than those of being excited above the minimum rate state
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n*.

Thus the recombiLation rate is given as the total

de-excitation rate pass level n* which is therefore known
as the recombination bottleneck. It is then a sufficient
approximation to assume that
1
P(x) r0

*
E >E (x < x )
*
*
E < E (x <x)

(5-16a)

Thus the recombination coefficient is, from (3-16)

BT (X

) =

F 3 /(4k 3
N 3 Lffe

A

3
)]

X

where

(CIX

*
KO,p) (5-16b)

A

or from (5-15b)

a BT (A * ) . a

j

A

*

T a R IdAe fdp (C 13 1 13 + C 23 1 23 )
A*
-co

(5-16c)

. a a ,,,BT
T R O

( d a BT
"k- = 0
dx ) x=x

(5-16d)

Calculation of (5-16c) can be performed numerically for
each case studied by simultaneously changing the lower
limit of A integration and upper limit of p integration.
The results of the ratio of the minimum rate coefficient

to a

T

are listed in Table 5.21.
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Table 5.21

RESULTS of BTL: Recombination

*

" BT/N*

a l(33,T

He

1.875

9.719

0.7790

aBT/
'aT
0.7288

Ne

2.

7.271

5.1053

1.0888

Ar

2.

11.604

14.1024

1.2812

Kr

2.

10.931

19.224

1.3711

Xe
2.
11.153
22.526
(a) a BT-/ror is in unit of IA -J:1 3/sec
(b)aBT& . aR aBT'
see a R in Table 5.20
a
'T

1.5180

X

A

-

3
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5.5 Remarks
For each of the five cases of rare-gas halide
systems, the matrix elements of the direct collision K 23
are all very much alike as we can see from the figures of
(2)
FR.
There is always a sharp peak around A= p (i.e.,
). In fact it blows up at
A= p though they are
f
excluded in the figures. (The divergence at X= p is due

E.=E

to the contribution from the forward angle scattering at
infinite impact parameter at which there is always no
energy transfer in scattering). As pointed out earlier
this indicates the failure of the classical treatment. In
our treatment fortunately, as has been previously shown,
these elastic collisions do not contribute.

In the five cases studied (He--Xe) the elements

K

13

due to the charge-exchange are all very similar. But
their characteristics are different from
peaks about the elastic point

X= p,

K 23

in that the

in the figures of

(1) are finite and broad (the symmetric charge-exchange
cross section appears only as a parameter).

For a given initial energy
than

K. 23

are always bigger

or equal to K 13 for all transitions.

So the

contributions from the direct collision to the total
encounter rate coefficient (for a given energy change) are
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as important as the SRCT par_ t:. The contribution to the
reaction rate coeficiez,t aR from each mechanism can be
K 13 ( K 23 in the direct

calculated separately. Using

collision case) one can solve P 13 (X ) and p 23 (a ) then
calculate a 13 and a 23' If p 13 and p 23 are the same it is
obvious that the total coefficient is the sum of the two
or aR=a13-Fa23' In the two cases tested (Ax and Kr)p 13
and P23 are very close though not identical so a13 -1- a23 are
almost exactly equal to a x

.

We also find that in these

two cases the contribution from the direct collision is
almost twice that from the charge exchange part.

In comparing different approximations we find in all
cases that the Thomson's treatment and the BTL give bigger
rate constant than the QEST (see tables 5.20 and 5.21.).
The QEST results are about 0.5aT while the BTL results
range from 0.7aT to slighly greater than

1.5aT in the

respective cases. As will be explicitly shown in section
7.8,

aR is smaller than

processes.

a

BT

because of the upflow
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Fig. 5.1 to 5.8 (Ar) and Fig. 5.10 to 5.17 (Kr) are some
representative energy-change (encounter) coefficients
Fl(t 3.) (—Ki3 ) and FR (X,P), as a function of final energy Er
-Ake. F R , given by solid lines in graphs, is the sum of
F R(1) (for (1,3) encounter) and F (2) (for (2,3) encounter).
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CHAPTER VI

MODIFIED NATANS ON S MODEL
ION IC - RECOM3 INATIOIT AT ALL GAS DENSITIES

6.1 Introduction
At low densities mutual neutralization and many
single collisions of the ion-pairs with the neutral gas
control the recombination. As the density increases the
ion-pairs may undergo double or even multiple collisions
with two or more gas molecules simultaneously. The
density dependence of the recombination rate therefore
departs from its linear dependence on N

(the neutral gas
3
density) to dependence of higher power of N 3 . Although it
is possible to generalize the QEST of Bates and his
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colleagues

employed earlier to

account

for this

simultaneous multiple collision, the effort needed and
complexity involved for the resulting computational
problem increases dramatically- it
cumbersome to be useful.

is plainly too

Besides this difficulty the

generalization is incomplete in that it neglects the fact
that the initial approach of the ions eventually becomes
limited by the speed of random diffusion and the
attractive drift at higher gas densities. In fact it is
so limited at high density that the recombination rate
decreases as N 3-11
A different scheme is needed.

To link the two physically distinct regions from low
N3 to high N3 , Bates and Flannery (1969) instead modified
Natanson's successful treatment (of equal masses) which
gave the correct behavior in the two extreme limits of N3.
They noted that

the Natanson's result

a N could be

expressed as

-1
N

-1 + -1
a LN

(6-1)

a TN

where the added subscript N to

aT and

a l, denoted the

respective modifications of Natanson (1959) to the
origional formula (2-2) of Thomson and (2-8) of Langevin.
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The treatment (a) introduced a density dependent
trapping radius rjN , (h) allowed for Coulombic trajectory
(rather than a linear one) with an extra multiplicative
'focusing factor' (i+e2 /rN k 0 )=17/5 and (c) acknowledged
that ions with separation(rN 4.x) just entering the
collision sphere had a density factor E rt , exp(12rN /X),
higher than at infinite separation. Analogous
modification also applied to the Langevin process.

The

resulting a's were

C

IT

(6-2a)

rN P (r N ) (3k e/mi v 2E0

where
C0 =17/5, E0 =exp(12rN /X)

9\3,- ,
5e-r 1] -*
2 ),[(1 + 3 kOX

rN

(6-2b)

rN

5e
12ke-

2
low N 3

(6-2c)

9
rN

3
2ke
5e-A) high N

(6-2d)

for Thomson's case, and
a LN

=

aL(1-exp(-12rN/5A))-1

(6-3)

for Langevin's case, X being the mean free path of an ion
in the gas. Through scaling of rN by a multiplicative
at low density
factor, they enforced the agreement of at
limit with results of

the quasi-equilibrium treatment
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which is more accurate. They then used formula (6-1) with
the inclusion of mutual neutral neutralization )4 to the
Thomson's 3-body collision expression of a T i.e., using

ate=

aTN ± M

rather than a TN alone to calculate a' N'
The results for
oxygen ions (assumed to be 0 2 , 0 4 , 02+) recombining in 02
were in good agreement at the low density limit with the
measurements of McGowan (1964) and at high density region
with MRchler's results (1936). We therefore apply their
method to the rare-gas halide systems important in the
kinetics of the excimer lasers. No inclusion of the
mutual neutralization will be made in the following for
the reason of simplicity.

6.2 a TN and a
mi
LN for Different Masses.
and Mean Free Paths x.
For ions of different masses m land m 2 and mean free
paths Xi ,

A2

in a neutral gas of m3, Natanson's results

can be suitably generalized. Since it has already been
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reported by Flannery (1978, F3), here we will only give a
brief sketch of the modified expressions and apply them to
several systems of current interest.

The new expression for the Thomson's part of (I N is

a TN -

(81(8

)

[

7n1 12

2 14(x i ) C 1E 1 + r 22
W(x 2 )C 2E 2

(6-5a)

2
-r s W( Y1 )W ( Y2 ) S
where

C =1+3/2 d

(6-5b)

E i=exp (3r i/ 2 6i Ai)

(6-5c)

6 i

=Fi / (1-Fi )

(6-5d)

Fi =2mi. m2 m3 (mi. +rn2 +m3 ) /

2
+1112 ) (mi +m3 )

2

(6-5e)

and

xj. --ri/
yi=rs / Ai

rs =min. of (r1 , r2 )
,

S=min . of (C1E1 , C2 E2 )

(6-6)

(6-5a) is obviously a revision of both the origional
Thomson's formula

expression (6-2).

(2-5) with (2-6) and Natanson's
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The modifications are severalfold: (a) Instead of
having a common trapping radius 17.1, each ion, because of
the mass difference, has its own trapping radius given by
8e 2 6 1/2
r. = 2 A i [(1 + 31(0A 4 ) i

i=1,2.

(6-7)

This is the first modification so designed that arbitrary
mass ions are incapable of separation to x i+r, where they
suffer the next collision, rather than to infinity.
(b)Couionbic rather than linear trajectories are involved
so that there is an extra multiplicative focusing factor
C i for each ion:
r

C. = 1 + R17 ji
ri

.+x.
e2
--2r

dr

(6-8)
•

(c) Introduction of 8 i reflectsthe effect due to masses
difference. Note that for the equal masses case, we have
6 i=3/5 instead of the value 5/8 needed to make the present
expression reduce to Natanson's results. This deviation
is due to Natanson's erroneous assumpton of isotropic
scattering in both the laboratory and the ion-atom C.M.
frame (Wadela and Bardsely, 1978). (d) The factors
E i=exp(e 2 /(r +V2)ke) represent hiker density for ions
with separations A i +r just before entering the collision
sphere than at infinite separation. Also note that the
average relative speed is used instead of the usual root
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mean square speed of (31-3/m ) 35 in (6-2a).

An analogous modification cf the Langevin's
expression of (6-3) yields

I
aLN = 4ne

K2

K

1
1-E 1-1

(6-9)

_71

1-E 2

•

The combination of (6-1), (6-5), (6-6) and (6-9) thus
gives the total recombination rate coefficients a N as a
function of N 3 for any species.
The mechanism of energy reduction is mainly
determined by the charge-transfer (SRCT) for ion with its
neutral parents gas
X (fast)+X(slow)--> X(fast)+X + (slow)

(6-10a)

and by the elastic ecounters for
4

4-

Y (v2 ) +X (v 3 ) - -

(

v2

)+X(V 3 )

(6-10b)

where YX, in which the speeds of Y and X are changed
from v 2 and

V3

to v2 and

V3

respectively. As we discussed

before the mean free path A is related to the diffusion
scattering cross section

Q D by A =1/N3Q D . Since the

charge-transfer cross section +q is half of the diffusion
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cross section one can follow section 5.1 and express the
mean free paths for the two processes above as

1.-

1600

e

N
k m (i)

13

m*2ff

( 2 charge exchange
onlyy
k
(6-11)

where k (i) are the reduced measured mobilities of the ions
in the neutral gas, m i3 the ion-neutral reduced mass, NL
theLoscmid'nubersity.Thxrafcto2is
only for the case in which the single strong ion-neutral
(1[1--X) encounter

is

controlled by the symmetric

charge-transfer.

We are now ready to apply these results to three
representative cases of three-body recombination related
to the rare-gas halide lasers.
Since not all of the
reduced mobilities k (i)
are measured we use the
polarization formula (DA,1958),
3
k (1-1 13.87/(p*m* ) 3-2 (cm /vol-sec)

(6-12)

where p* is the reduced neutral polarizability (in unit of
-24 3
10
cm ) and the the reduced mass of the ion-neutral is
in 0 16 units as in section 5.1. The formula gives
reasonable estimates of p* for heavy rare gas.
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Rare-Gas Atomic Tons X

+ with F in Dense X
6.3

The reaction we are considering is
X++F

(XF)* + X

1 2 3

i.e., for all rare gases, X=He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, at all gas
densities. The (1,3) encounter is dominated by the
symmetric charge-transfer so that the mean free path
associated with it, i.e.x 1 , has a multiplicative factor
of 2 (see (6-11)), while the (2,3) encounter is an elastic
collision hence use )2 with factor unity.

The parameters involved are masses of each rare gas
(1)
m*1
of fluorine 14 and the reduced mobilities k
of
m
(1,3) encounter, km(2) of (2,3) encounter. Table 5.1 gives
ra*
and kirIP-') while m* =18 .9984, and of course m*3 =m* .
1
1
F
(1)
For km , the measured values are available for He and Ar

only (DAF 1, 2, 1977). The rest are estimated from (6-12)
with atomic polarizabilities taken from tables of McDaniel
and Mason (1111,1973). The parameters involved are
summarized in Table 6.1. The results at room temperature
(o =3, i.e., 300 K), has been recently published in
Applied Physics Letters

32,

327, 1978 and is reproduced in

Appendix II. The original figure is now Fig 6.1.
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Table 6.]
m* =m* =78.9934
2 F

X

p*

(13 )

m*
1

k m(1)

( 2)
km

He

0.205

4.003

10.3

29.5 (e)

Ne

0.395

20.183

4.08

7.051

Ar

1.640

39.944

1.52

3.33 (e)

Kr

2.480

83.80

0.823

2.237

Xe

4.040

131.30

0.570

1.693

(e) measured values from reference DAF 1 & 2 (1977)
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6.4 Rare Gas Molecular Ion X2 with F in Dense X

The corresponding molecular case of (5-1) is
+
X 2 +F

(6-13)

(X F)*+X

1 2 3
which is believed to be important in the kinetics of
rare-gas halide lasers as can be seen in Appendix III.
Again X is used to label He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe.

From the point of view of the three-body
recombination this differs from the previous atomic case
in that the symmetric charge-transfer process is no longer
involved since the partners of the (1,3) encounter have
different masses. Therefore the expressions for the mean
free paths, X i of (1,3), and A 2 of (2,3) both are
associated with factor unity only.

Again the results for the system at room temperature

(e =3.)

a,

have been published in Applied Physics Letters

356, 1978, and is reproduced in

Appendix III.

The

orginal figure is now Fig 6.2.

The parameters involved are displayed in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2

X

m*

(1)
k n1

(2)
km

He

4.003

16.7

29.5

Ne

20.183

6.16

7.051

Ar

39.944

1.83

3.33

Kr

83.80

1.22

2.237

Xe

131.30

0.80

1.693

a) mr =21al
(2)
b) k m() here are for X 2 in X, while k'
are for F
as in the atomic case
c) k (1)

in X

are all taken from reference EL 1976, except the

Xe case which is taken from reference BIC 1954.

X2++F -+X-X2F *+>:
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+
6.5 Kr+ and Kr 2 -v' ita F in dense buffer (lighter) Gas

In the previous two sections we have treated the
recombinations that the rare-Las buffer is identical to
the rare gas. However in most lasers of current interest,
the dominant positives ions are likely to be heavy rare
gas ions (e.g., Kr , Kr-1-2 ) which recombined with F
lighter gas buffer such as He, Ne, Ar.

in a

Sd we consider the following processes
+
Kr +F +Y

(KrF)*+Y

(6-14)

1 2 3

Kr +
2 -1-17 -1-Y
1

(6-15)

2 3

with Y=He,

Ne,

completenes s.

involved.

(Kr2 F)*+Y

Ar, Xe.

The case of Xe is for

No symmetric charge - transfer

case

is

Since the masses involved are given previously

in
4 ) we only list the reduced mobilities
(2)
In
Table6.3 both cases km for ion F are given in the
(1)
for Kr are given in the first column
third column, k
(1)
of Kr 2 are in the second column.
while k
m
(11(r2=2

Results of this calculation have been accepted and
scheduled to appear in Applied Physics Letters 33(7), 1
Oct 1978 and is reprocued in Appendix

IV.

The orginal
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figure of the Kr
Kr2+ . Fig 6.4.

+

case is given in Fig 6.3, and that of

Table 6.3
+
+
mobilities of Kr , Kr2 and F in Y
m* =18.9984

m* =83.80, m* =167.60
Kr 2
Kr

F

Y

Kr

+
(a)

He

20.2

Ne

5.47

Ar

2.30

Xe

0.964

(b)

+
Kr (c)
2
15.50

F - (d)
29.5

5.20

7.95

1.90

3.33

0.804

1.69

a) from reference CH 1963
b) from reference EESE 1967
c) all

calculated from formula (6-12) using

Table 6.1
(2)
d) see k
of Table 6.1

p*

in
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In concluding this section we like to point out that
+
results for the ions Xe and Xe2+ wita
with F in He, Ne, Ar, Kr

can also be obtained easily. As expected similar results
compared to the previous cases have been obtained.
Another interesting case, reported by Flannery (F3,1978),
is the mercury ion HE, with halogens ions (F - , Cl , Br
f- ) in Ar obtained from exactly the same methods.

A

comarison with the case of Ar + with halogens in Ar has
also been made.

es 10
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CHAPTER. VII

•

THREE-BODY ION-ATOM ASSOCIATION

Three body ion-atom association
±
XY + Z

(7-1)

is generally not a rapid process at all.

Under some

li+Y
E
+Z

circumstances however it is an important way of producing
complex ions, in particular, by

into molecular

converting atomic

ions

ions, as one can see, e.g., in reaction

(1-5a) for eventual recombination.
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Although there have been several studies on the
subject, as pointed out by Bates and 14cKibbin (1974) all
of these treatments, mostly classical and one quantal, are
subjected to much uncertainty (see the works cited in this
reference ).

Since it is such a difficult problem, we shall
confine ourselves in this study to the problem of ion-atom
association in their parent gas:
X + X + X

X2 + X

(7-2)

By analogy to the recombination case one naturally
considers this three-tody process as one in which one
member of the unbound ion-atom pair (X Y) collides with
the third particle Z

,

thereby loses enough of their

relative kinetic energy to form a bound molecular ion
(here Z=Y=X, c.f. (7 - 1)).

We first follow Bates' early treatment (1950, B2), a
modification

of

Thomson's

theory of three-body

recombination, as a 'guide', then adopt the
quasi-equilibrium treatment (QEST ) presented earlier for
the recombination case, and finally make some
investigation of the Bottleneck Treatment (BTL). The QEST
is based on the fact that quasi-equilibrium of the
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+
ion-atom pair (X X) is quickly established and that
association proceeds via a net flow of the pairs down an
energy ladder, until sufficiently strong binding is
+
attained so that X 2 is incapable
i
of further dissociation
by the collision with the third body.

7.2 Thomson-Type Treatment

When the positive ion X(particle 1), which is in
thermal equilibrium with the neutral gas (particle 3) at
temperature

e, approaches with a speed v 1 a neutral X

(particle 2) to within a distance r, the kinetic energy of
the relative motion increases from a thermal value 3k0/2
to (

3k0/2±

pe e /2r 4 ) with the interaction due to

ion-induced dipole potential (p is the polairizability of
the neutral atom).
2
We assume that all the kinetic energy gained pe /2r
is lost via a single, strong collision with a third
neutral body. If this encounter occurs within a
separation r such that the loss is greater than or equal
to the initial thermal energy, i.e., the total energy of
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the (1,2) relative motion becomes negative, the ion-atom
pair is incapable of separation, thereby defining the
trapping radius r
2
(7-3)
=(P e2 /m12v12 )
where m 12 is the reduced mass of the ion-atom pair.
r =(pe 2 /3ke)

The number density N i (=N+) of positive ions decreases
with time according to the rate equation
dN i /dt=- aAN i tlx=-IetN iN!

(7-4)

where Il x (=N2=N 3 ) is the neutral gas density, cLA is the
A
coefficient of association,
defines the association
rate.

Thus as in the case of recombination, the simple

model treatment predicts
A
2
a T = Trr T vi2 P(rT ,N x)
for association, where

(7-5)
. 12 is the averaged ion-atom

relative speed and where P is the density dependent
probability that a ion-neutral collision occurs within a
trapping radius. By analogy with the recombination this
probability for a straight line trajectory is given by,
A 2

P(rTNx )=1-;i(— [ 1-(1 +
with the limits

2r

T2r
) exp( -

x

(7-6)
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1

high gas density, N x /NL
< rT

or
P(r T , N x )->

(7-7)
4rT /3X+ low density, N x INL-> 0
or

A 4> > r T

+
where x • is the mean free path of the ion X in the gas.

Thus for low gas density, we have
/3 x+ •
(7-8)
aA =4 Tr r T3 1; 12
With the mean free path expressed in terms of the
diffusion cross section Q D' i.e.,
x =1/N Q
x D
and the mean relative speed -V 12 given
v

12

=(8k Om 12Tr )

(7-9a)

(7-9b)

2

the expression for ion - atom association is

a

= 4(

;•

pe

)3/4 (8k
e
irm

1/2 Q DN x

(7-10)

12
•

In terms of the measured mobility k m, the explicit form of
1. .(;'
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+

=

1617 13

m 1- 0'13 ``-' 2

3e

7--

--

m1 3 kel,-, 1600k m NL
l3
e
Nx

(7-11)

such that the rate coefficient in (7-8) becomes
2ffe
aA =
T
300 k (1)
m ml

pe 2

3/4 Nx
(7-12a)

W5-

= 2.58380 x 10 -29

* 3/4
©

Nx
(7-12b)
m 1 km
where we use (i) the fact that all masses are equal, and
6

(ii) that the physical parameters p*,

6*, m*, are in the

reduced units as in CHAP V.

Thus from knowledge of the mass m*

and the

polarizability p* one can estimate the rate constant of
A
reaction K
defined in (7-4),
T
A
(7-12c)
KT =
x
.
For the rare-gas cases we have the results of K,AT in
Table 7.1.

We see from the table the agreement of KT with the
measured values is remarkble except the case of Kr. This
indicates that formula (7-11a) or (7-lib) from the simple
trapping-radius theory certainly provides useful and
convenient estimates of the rate for the association of
ions in their parent gases.
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However, as in the case of three-body recombination,
the artificial concept of trapping radius r. T. is valuable
only in that it provides some measure of the insight to a
complicated series of events that result in association.
A realistic assignment of r T can be affected only after
the detailed history of the ion-atom associating pair is
established. Another shortcoming of this theory is that
it neglects the effect of many weak collisions and further
dissociative collision with the third body by the
assumption that association results from a single, strong
collision.

We thus follow the reasoning of the recombination
case, develop a QEST which takes full account of the above
problems, as already employed earlier. The success of
Bates and Moeffett (1966), Bates and Flannery (1968) and
our studies of recombination here should encourage this
approach. So far the only work of association with the
QEST is due to Bates and McKibbiri (1974), in which they
+
studied the problem of mercury ion Hg with Hg in helium
gas.
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Table 7.1
2 6 /sec) for the Ion-Atom Association
Rates K AT (10 3 cm
X+ + X+ X--a X

2

+X

X=He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe at 300° K
X
He

1)*(Z3(a) m- , (a)
0.205

4.003

(1)
lin
10.3

K A(b)
T
8.38

KA (expt)
10.8
(3.5-11) (d)

Ne

0.395

20.183

4.08

6.86

Ar

1.640

39.944

1.52

27.06

(5-9)
30 (c)
(30-47) (e)

Kr

2.480

83.80

0.823

32.48

23

Xe

4.040

131.30

0.570

43.16

WM, 111•11

(c)

a) see Tables 5.1, 5.2 for references
b) K A estimated from (7-12b); I

,

expt. values

c) Beaty & Patterson (1965, 1968)
d) Table ii of Bohme, Dunkin, Fehsenfeld & Ferguson (1969)
e) Gaur & Chanin (1969)
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V
3
X
X

) before (1,3) charge-exchange
+
X

X

X
2

(b) after charge-exchange

Fig. 7.1

+
Association X +X+X x 2-1 +X
1 2 3
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7.3 Quasi-Equilibrium Statistical Treatment

Unlike the recombination case, the energy reduction
of the associating ion-atom pair in the following process,

t
X + X+ X---* (X + X )* +
1

X2+ X

(7-13)

2 3

involving particles denoted by 1, 2 and 3, is brought
about only via the symmetrical resonance charge-transfer
(SRCT) collision,
X 4-(fast)+X(slow)--- X(fast)+X (slow).

(7-14)

The SRCT simply interchanges the velocity vector of the
ion with the thermal velocity vector of the neutral. Thus
+,
the initial fast ion X J) is converted via (7-14) into a
slow ion X 1-(3) which may then be trapped in the (2,3)
mutual field. The neutral particle 2 sits as a spectator
during the process of charge-transfer. Further collisions
with the neutral can occur causing even further
deactivation or dissociation of the ion-atom pair.

The two essential ingredients for

a realistic

description of process (7-13) are then (i) the
determination of the encounter rate coefficient K(Ei, Ef)
for the rate of the collisions
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(X41FX) E

+

+X) E f +X

(7-15)

which changes the internal energy of the associating
ion-atom pair from a initial value of E i to a final value
of E f' and (ii) the formulatj_on of the subsequent course
of the deactivation events with time in terms of K(E f ,Ef).
We will develop (i) and (ii) in the following two
sections.

7.4 Expression of K(E i ,E f)

The expression of K(E i, Ef) follows exactly as the
case of recombination except that here only the charge
transfer (SRCT) part contributes, there is

no elastic

collision. The development is simplified further for the
reason that all masses are equal.

Consider the three particles 1, 2, 3 of (7-13) with
initial velocities it, -it,

4

respectively in the C.M.

frame of the initial (1,2) system. The velocities before
and after the (1,3) charge-exchange collision are shown in
Fig 7.1. The initial kinetic energy of the ion-neutral
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(1,2) pair T 1 , and the final relative kinetic energy of
the ion-neutral (2,3) pair Tf , are given by
T =m
i

2 /2=nitt 2

(7-16a)

2

Tf23f /2=m(it

) 2 /4

(7-16b)

where m is the mass of the atom (or ion). Under the
Impulse Approximation which leaves both the relative
separation of the ion-atom pair and the velocity of the
spectator 2 unchanged, the change of the internal energy
ofthepairfromE.to E
A=

f

is just T -T.1 or
f

.4 2

f

=T -T. =m(v -3u--)-2 +2uvcos 4)) /4
f 1

(7 - 17)

where ip is . the angle between ;- and u.

From the obvious limits of the relative speed g
(Iv-u( <g <v+u ) and the reality of the limits of v l , v2

of v, for a given

A and u, satisfying

2
v +2uv-(3u 2 +4 A/m)=0

(7-18a)

such that

v

2

A/m) ±u

we have the requirement

(7-16b)
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u

2 + A >0
m —
(7-19)

or
u!lin=0
2
umin=

or ALO, excitation
or A<O, de-excitation

•

Let q be the charge-transfer cross section for
(7-14) at (1,3) relative speed Iv-ul so that the rate of
encounters with x=cosIP to be within dx about x is
dK=

q + d x/2 .

(7-20a)

From (7-17) we have, for a given initial internal energy
4

4

E i and u, v,
d x =dE f 2/muv
so that

(7-20b)

4 4

dK=dL f q kr-u I/muv .
Insert in (7-20c), the expression from (7-17)
2
2uvcos ip =4 A /m+3u v
-

(7-20c)

(7-20d)

we obtain
dK =.1j2. q-1- (v-u 2 -2A/m) 1/2 dE f /muv

(7-21a)

for the partial encounter rate coefficient for a given u,
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V, A .

From expression (7-21a) we see a further

restriction on the minimum of v
2 2
v >u
› +2 A/m .

(7-21b)

After integration over distributions a(u)of u and '2f(v)
of v we have the encounter rate coefficient changing the
pair energy from Ei to (Ef , Ef +dEf )

jdv
dE f K(EE f )=dE- 'ff-11du
m

3(u) t(v) (v 2 -u 2 - 2/1/2
-(7-22)

Assuming the (1,2) system has a microcanonical
distribution, one has (see CHAPTER IV)

1

\T(U)dll = -- E-TyTy

where

r2 dr

(7-23a)

C(E i ) = fdr r 2 (E i -V)

with the interaction potential between ion and the neutral
atom
V=-pet /2r4

(7-23c)

where r is the ion-atom separation. From Appendix A, for
the polarization potential we have
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2)3/4 (k e)1/2

(-21),k

C(E i )

, (3 1 ,

4T E i /kTrk '2 , 4 )
(7-24a)

=(

;_
9 3/4
_21 (ke)'/H A
2k0

where
H A =4X 4 /B(3/2,1/4)

(7 -24b)

From the fact that Ei =Ti +Viand,

u=((Ei -V)/m) 2
we have, from (7-23a)

IJF(u)du/11

= m2 r 2 dr/C(E i )

We assume that the C.M.

(7-24c)

of (1,2) is in thermal

equlibrium with 3 at temperature e , such that the
distribution of speed v is

3/2
44(v)dv

= 41w 2 dv(p 1 /2 ke)

2
e - 1.17 v /2ke

(7-25a)

where
= m3 (m 1 + m 2 )/(m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ) = 2m/3

(7-25b)

since all masses are equal. Hence

1(v)dv/v = 4irvdv (m/3710) 3 / 2 e -my2 / 3k0

(7-25c)
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To simplify things further we define x, y, z, a ,

p

as

before
x=Ti /k0 =(E1-V )/ke =-A +1/z
y=mv2 /3k0
2 3,
z=r(2ke /De ) 4

A

p=-Ef /ke

=-E./ke ,

(7-26)

•

Eq. (7-22) then becomes
3/4
1

K(E i ,EddE f = dE f 2
Yf

(P2TecT2)
Zmax

x dz z2 fly e - Y [y- i- where I min

VATTIT1

- 0] 1/2

(7-27a)

y

Zmi
. n =0 '

Zmax =min. of (1/x 1/4 , 1/x 3/4 )

(7-27b)

and
y += 1[5x+4(A-p) + 4

NiX(X-A - p)]

with the condition x+ A l/z 4 > p

p>

(7-27c)

0, or
(7-27d)

which is compatible with (7-27b). After a substitution
Y=y-x/3-2(a

p)/3

and an integration over Y

,

K(E i ,Ef ) in (7-27a) is further
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simplified
3/4

z

max

(2) q'ce 2
K(E ,E )dE = dE
f CM) 2ko
i f f

1

dz

N5F 0

I
0

(7-28a)

where

I =exp[-(x+20-0)/3] [erf071_)-erfOID
0
2
e -Y - ) ,
— (TY- C Y+

(7-28b)

+

2
yi. =2((x) 2 +(x+x- p ) 2 ) /3

(7-28c)

and erf(x), the error function defined before ((4-60b)), x
defined in (7-26).

) can also be expressed in another form by
f
cancelling the factor from C(E.) in (7-24a)
K(E..E

1/2
K(E ,E )=(--)q
2
.'

i

4

F (

f mk 0

)

(7-28d)

A

)

where

z

j in ax
43-

F (A,p)a. A F( ,p)=
A

dz z
0

2
0

(7-28e)

Since K(Ei , E ) is the encounter rate coefficient of
f

transition from energy E. to E

f'

F:0, is the 'system

independent' rate coefficient as all the system parameters

have been factored out resulting in great simplification
for later calculation. Table 7.2 list some values of

•
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F A( X,p ), including the bound-bound transition (A> 0,
p> 0 ) and the bound-free transition (I, >0, p< 0 )

As

expected there is a peak value in the neighborhood of), =p
for elastic transition. The decays in their values with
increasing A

p

are much faster in the bound-free case

than the bound-bound transition as can be seen in Fig 7.2.
Also shown in Fig 7.3 are the free-bound transition
elements obtained from applying the detailed balance
relation to the generated table of FA for A> 0. In this
case the elements all decay as

'PI is increased since

transition involving larger energy changes are becoming
less probable. Also listed in Table 7.2 are some values
of FAC(X ),
0

(7-28f)
F AC (X) =fill F(X,p)
-co
which is effectivly the contribution to depleting a given

bound state A via bound-free transition.

To conclude this section we note that
)dE = K(E. E )1(edp
K (A,p)dp= K(E.
f
f
1 ' Ef

(7-29a)

K (A,p) = K

(7-29b)

so that

Table 7.2
0.5

A

1.0

FA (X ,u
1.5

)

= X 4F(x,p)
2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

-5.0

1.954E-03

8.294E-04

3.970E-04

2.01 E-04

5.693E-05

1.728E-05

5.471E-06

-4.0

5.21 6E-03

1.039E-03

5.259E-04

1.486F-04

4.515E-05

1.432E-05

-3.0

1.348E-02

2.183F-03
5.604E-03

2.665E-03

3.827E-04

1.168E-C4

3.7/7E-05 -

-2.0

3.305E-0 2

1.384F-02

6.632E-03

1.350E-03
3.382E-03

9.691F-04

2.982E-14

9.551E-CS

-1.5

5.016E-02

2. 130E-02

1.030E-02

5.287F-03

1.523E-03

4.735E-04

1.524E-04

-1.0
-.5

7.366E-02

3.211E-02

1.576E-0 7

8.175E-03

2.39CE-03

7.483i-C4

2.423E-04

1.029E-01

4.705E-02

2.367E-02

1.247E-C2

3.724E-01

1.176E-03

3.83C-C4

0.0

1. 321E-01

6.1210;. -02

3.462E-02

1.867E-02

5.725E-03

1.835E-03

6.042E-04

.5

1. 4 22E-01

8.677E-02

4.875E-02

2.727E-02

8.68 7 E-03

2.839E-03

9.464E-04

1.0

1.202E-G1

1.002E-01

6.467E-02

3.844E-02

1.296E-02

4.349E-03

1.472E-C3

1.5

1.007E-01

9.635E-02

7.709E-02

5.132E-02

1.689E-02

6.578E-03

2.272E-03

2.0

8.641E-02

8.787E-02

7.874E-02

6.232E-J2

2.667E-02

9.788E-03

3.471E-0!

3.0

6.762E-02

7.275E-02

7.119E-02

6.550E-02

4.449E-02

2.013E-02

7

4.0

5.591E-02

6.177E-02

6.271E-02

6.C82E-02

5.092E-02

3.413E-02

1.598E-02

5.0

4.790E-02

5.375E-C2

5.568E-02

5.544E-02

5.058E-02

4.109E-02

2.739E-02

2.261E-01

8.463E-32

3.790E-02

1.839E-02

4.901E-03

1.429E-03

4.382E-04

FAG

))

.778E-03
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7.5 Reaction Rate Coefficient a

A

From the total number density n(E i) dE i of

the

associating ion-atom pairs with internal energy in the
interval (E i, E i-FdE , a number n (E dE j (K(Ei, E f) dE f\T x) has
formed in (E f ,E f-FdE f) as a result of a single collision
with N

x

neutral gas atom in • unit volume. The association

rate is then the balance of the downward and upward
transitions of these pairs passing some negative energy
level E o'
aAN 1N 2 = RJ-R+

E

o
= NV;(E i ) dE i dE f K(E i ,E f )
ED
E0
E0
co
E.)dE.
K(E,
- 1 dE f n(E f )
1
1 1
ED
Eo
CO

f

(7-30)

f

.

This is formally exactly the same as (3-7) in
recombination case, except here we have N TN 3=N x and the
greatest binding energy E D is for the polarization
potential. The schematic energy levels diagram in Fig 3.1
is still suitable for our reference here provided that E ,
D
E s are different from the previous case.

Under the thermodynamic equilibrium condition of the
ion-atom pair, detailed balance is satisfied, i.e.,
ti 1(E

K(E i , Eo= N T (E0 K(E4-, Ei) .

(7-31)
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From the definition of the normalized distribution
function
p i =n i/(n T) i ,

Pcnf/(nT)f

(7-32)

and with the help of (7-31), the rate coefficient a A of
(7-30) is now
Eo

nT (E i )
a A= Nx fclE f fi E i N N x
E0
ED

(7-33a)

(P f -P i )Kif

where dummy indices i, f have been interchanged as in
(3-9), and N i=N+ , N x=H 2=N 3 have been substituted.

The number density n T (E i) of the ion-atom pairs in
the thermal equilibrium at temperature s with the neutral
gas N x is, from Appendix I
nT (EddE i
N.N x

1
_ g(E.)dE. e-E•/k9

(7-33b)

( 2 7m12k 03/2

assuming both ion-atom pair and atom are structureless
(wewAr w AB =1). Using the result of Appendix A, we have
the equilibrium population
nT (E i )dE i
N 1N x

81T2C(EddEi

e -E.11/ke

(ke)3/2
2 3/4
= 2(P94-. )

3 e 3X 4

B(73 , 1T)dx

k
X" 4
Also noting that m i=m 2 =m 3 we have aA from (7-33a),

(7-33c)
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V W

a A =N x 8 ko
(.--j5

1.
x C(E.)(p f -)K(X)
,p

/ 2\3/4
= Nx3q+ M 2 M)
N a
x A

U1

(7-34)

V

.irdAe xjau(P(u) - p(A))F(A,u)
(ke) 4 v

dx eldp(p(v)-p(A)) F(X,p)
-co

with the integration variables E i , E
and the definition of FO ,p )

changing to A ,p
f
in (8-28e). We finally

have a complete expression of the association rate
coefficient aA from (7-34) together with (7-28) and (7-26)
provided that the distribution functionp(x)is known. The
characteristics of each individual systems studied are
from the atomic mass m, atomic polarizability p and its
charge-exchange cross section q + (hence the measured
mobility k(I).

As we shall see in the following section

p(x) is

more or less independent of the system parameters since
all variables involved have already been scaled. So in
the case of association of ions in their parent gas a
fairly 'constant' triple integral (over

,

u z )

provided that the maximum binding energy - wko and the
'sink' -ske do not have much variation over the systems
studied.
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To

compare the expression a A in (7-34) with that of

Thomson's model, we again recall the fact that the
charge-transfer cross section q is half of that of
+
diffusion: Q D=2q
so the constant factor of a A i.e.,
in (7-34) becomes

a A = 4 E QD(RIO(Pe212)3141(k0)1/2

(7.35a)

The factor a A is converted to
A
aA =9 oT /4N x (6)

(7-35b)

. (7-10), or becomes
when compared to a AT in
aA =

77

E \ 2k

2 \3 / 4
/ [200m NLkm(1) ]

=3.714523 x 10

-29 (p* /0*) 3/4 /m*ikm( 1)

(7-35c)

(7-35d)

with the parameters expressed in the proper reduced units.
We will use (7-35b) and (7-35d) in the expression of

a A,

which in terms of a A is now

aA=NxaAa 0 E NxaA jdx efdp(p(p)-p(A))F(A,p)

(7-36)
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7.6 Quasi-Equilibrium Distribution p(x)

The determination of

P ,

the quasi-equilibrium

distribution for the association process, follows exactly
the same lines as the corresponding case of the three-body
recombination. So we will give only a few important
points here.

When the association is proceeding, the number
density n(Ei ) ,of all ion-atom pairs with energy E i is
governed by equation (3-18), where E s ----ske is now the
negative energy level at which the association is
stabilized, or the 'sink'. In terms of the normalized
distribution p, (3-18) becomes (3-19) subject to boundary
conditions (3-20) or (5-9b).

In

the association, as in the recombination,

a

quasi--equilibrium distribution of the excited ion-atom
pairs is estabilished almost immediately and while the
rates of formation or destruction of these states are
rapid (c.f. Table 7.2) the overall population p of a
given events changes only slowly in comparison to the rate
of association. Thus the quasi-equilibrium distribution
p

is, after taking apht=0, the solution of the

integral equation
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P (X)

f

,.5

K (A, 1-1 )C1 ; , =

p (p.) K(X,1-)dP

(7-37a)

in terms of the reduced energy variable (a, II). This
equation is simplified further to

p(A) fF(X,p)dp, =1p

where F(A

(p) F(A, P)

p)

without system dependent factors

1/2 q+ and If A In solving
(2/m)
,p)

(7-37b)

has been defined in (7-23e), and is the

,p )

main part of FA ( ,

of F(A

du

p

), one needs the table

only. The numerical procedure is identical to

the recombination case. The result for the chosen 'sink'
s=10 , and w =12 for maximum binding energy is given in
Table 7.3 and shown in Fig 7.4.

Unlike the recombination case here the distribution
function drops quickly from the initial value of unity at
A =0 to 0.2988 at A=0.5 compare to the value of 0.9673,
e.g., in the case of recombination of Kr. This reflects
the nature of l/r 4 interaction in the association and the
first difficulty of the QEST without including the
centrifugal potential due to orbital angular momentum. In
fact we expect

a

physical distribution of p(x) decreasing
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from 1 at x=0 to 0 at x=s smoothly as the case of
recombination. With many tries we make the choice of s=10
and

w =12

such

that

p (1/16)=0.605

and

P(9.9375)=7.343x10 4. Other choices of (s, w) either
cause too sharp a drop of
and/or too slow a decay of
s

.

p

when x is close to zero
P to zero when x are close to

Table 7.3

A
0.

p(X) for Association

1.

A
3.

3.3202E-02

.0625

6.0542E-01

3.5

2.3066E-02

.225

5.2010E-02

4.

1.6276E-02

.1875

4.6206E-C1

4.5

1.1660E-02

.25

4.1715E-02

5.

8.4795E-03

.5

2.9881E-01

6.

4.6915E-03

.75

2.2607E-02

7.

2.7:14E-03

1.

1.7565E-01

8.

1.6985E-03

1.25

1.3873E-G1

9.

1.0890E-03

1.5

2.1083E-01

9.5

8.8028E-04

2.

7.2507E-02

9.75

7.9304E-04

2.5

4.8598E-02

10.

0.

p(a)

PM
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7.7 Results of the QEST of Association

With the tables of F(x ,p ) and

now

p(a ) ready we can

calculate the association rate coefficient

A using
(7-36) with the aid of (7-35d). For the five cases

considerded (He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe) we take same values of
w and s: s=10, and w=12 for convenience with the mesh of
1/16. The result of integration over A and p is
a =1.01616. Taking the system parameters from Table 7.1,

the rate constants a A /N x for each system are calculated
and listed in Table 7.4.

We also note that from (7-36) and (7-35b) the ratio
of the rate constant c(A . to that of Thomson's is
ad4=9a0 /4(6) 3/4 =1.46085

(7-38)

i.e. the present treatment gives almost one and a half of
the value of the rate constant from

Thomson's treatment.

While the Thomson's approach underestimates the rate
constant (c.f. expt. values in Table 7.1) because of the
exclusion of many processes like multiple collisions,
bound-bound transtions etc., the present method gives
higher values of the rate constant for perhaps different
reasons. Though the resonance charge exchange is 'the'
mechanism for ions associating in their parent gas, the
ion-atom pairs neverthiess are in relative orbital motion.
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The centrifugal orbital potential barrier is of longer
range than the polarized potential therefore should be
included in the mutual potential. This in turn modifies
the distrbution function and perhaps the charge-exchange
cross section. From previous experience (BNC1, 1974) this
inclusion of A.M. may reduce the final result of the rate
constant. Since the inclusion of the orbital potential is
in itself an interesting subject, obviously very
complicated, and outside our scope of consideration we
will not dwell further. To conclude our study of the
association problem we will now investigate the
applicability of the Bottlenek Approximation in our final
section.

Table 7.4
Association Rate Constant

N.B.

He

aA
1.20408

1.2235

Ne

0.985972

1.0019

Ar

3.88956

3.9524

Kr

4.66936

4.7448

Xe

6.20453

cL A

/ 14 x

6.3048
-3 1 6
a anda A
x
/N
are
all
in
unit
of
10
cm /sec.
A
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7.8 Bottleneck Treatment
The basic expression for the
coefficient

association rate

a A is given in (7-33a) or (7-34). While the

collisional rate K ifdE r for de-excitation between the
neighboring levels decreases rapidly with increasing
binding, i.e., with greater X (see Fig 7.2 and 7.3 where
E i=- xke,

and Table 7.2 ) the equilibrium population

(7-33c) of the excited (X -1--X) bound states increases
rapidly with increasing binding. Hence the total
effective rate for de-excitation will exhibit a minimum
for a particular level A * with the negative energy
E*=-jtke. Ion-atom pairs more tightly bound than E* have
much greater possibility of undergoing further
de-excitations to the level for the stabilization of the
association than of being excited above the minimum rate
*
state x . Thus the association rate is given as the
*
total de-excitation rate past A which is therefore the
corresponding
recombination

'association
case.

It

p(x)

the

as

is then sufficient to assume in

(7-23a) or (7-34), as in CHAP.
1

bottleneck'

E > E

5,
(x<x )
(7-39)

=

0

E > E

(x <x)

so the association rate coefficient (7-33a) reduces to
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*
E
m
a ABT = Nx j*r* dE f jr. dE i
ED
E

n T(E.)
1
N + N x K.I f

(7-40a)

where E* is the energy level such that
da B R1E*=0
(7-40b)
A
i.e., giving minimum aABT. Numerically one can vary E* to
BT Using (7-33c) and changing the
get the minimumu of a A*
variable of integration, (7-40a) can be written as
a AB T = Nx a.jrdxef. F(x,11)du
A*

-W

= N x a A a BT
o

(7-41a)

where a

A is given in (7-35). Before we check the results
of the variation of the two dimensional integration over
* i
BT
X
n Table 7.5, we note that the ratio of a A to the
Thomson's is given by
a AB T /4, =9 anA *) / 4 (6')1/2 =1.565085

arl( X*)

(7-41b)

from (7-35b) and (7-41a).
Unless the minimum a Bo T .Is really small the bottlneck rate
is always greater than the Thomson's rates. From Table
BT
7.5 we see that the real x to give minimum of a o
*
B
(=1.2186) is
=0.1 at which a AT is 20% greater than the
rate from the QEST. Since the values of a A in the QEST is
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independent of the choice of v as long as 0<v< s, i.e.,
in the range of stabilization, we may take v =X in (7-36)
so that
X*
a o=jrdXeIcip[p(p) -

x*

p(X)]

F(A,p)

- co

A
X
x
=f dAe Irp ( p)F(X , p)c1P-fdxe p ( X)fdpF(X , 3.1)
-oc
x*
200
X*
While the first term, with

P‹ 1,

(7-42)

is smaller than aoBT ' the

second double integral is always positive. We see that in
any case the BTL always gives higher rate than that from
the QEST. This is also true for the case of recombination
as can be easily seen from the identical formulation of
the QEST in the two processes. So one should use the QEST
if possible unless it is too complicated for numerical
calculation or other considerations. In the latter
situation the BTL neverthless still gives an upper bound
of the rate coefficint which is bigger than the result
from QEST (by a factor of 2 in the recombination case, by
20% in the case of association here). When the up-flow
(or excitation) processes are less significant, the BTL
may have better agreement with that of the more elaborate
QEST.
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Table 7.5 BTL in Association
*

0.01

BT
'o
1.2575

0.10

BT
'o
1.2186 (a)

0.02

1.2453

0.11

1.2188

0.03

1.2371

0.12

1.2193

0.04

1.2311

0.15

1.2231

0.05

1.2268

0.18

1.2294

0.06

1.2236

0.20

1.2347

0.07

1.2213

0.30

1.2719

0.08

1.2198

0.50

1.3831

0.09

1.2190

1.00

1.8186

A

(a) minimum of

a BT .
0

A

*
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APPENDIX A
THE THERMODYNAMIC-EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION

Following the 1973 paper of Bates and McKibben, the
ratio of the thermodynamic equilibrium distribution
function of the bound pair AB in the the reaction
AB
to the number densities of A and B is given by (see also,
Fowler, 1936)

0 oh 3
- AcAB
exp(-E/Ics)/(2'ap AB ke) 3/2
NAB
N
A B
' B

(1)

where
(i) NAB , N A, N B are particle density of (AB), A, B
respectively.
(ii) w's are statistical weight of the internal degree of
freedom (e.g.

electors spin, nuclear spin, vibration,

rotation etc.). w is unity for 'structureless' molecule
which is the case we assumed for both recombination and
association.
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(iii) e : temperature of the system
(iv) E : binding energy of AB, p AB its reduced mass.
(v)

Qh 3 = g(E) = .fdr6(E-H) r: phase space

is the statistical weight of the binding 'molecule' AB,
assuming a microcanonical distribution. We will evaluate
this factor in the following.

With the Hamiltionian of the AB system
9

H=p- /2AAB + V(r) ,

(3)

one has
g(E)=(40 2 jr.fdr r 2 dpp2 6(E-H)
or
g (E)=167 2 (4 13 0 ) 1/2 f dr r 2 (E-

.

(4)

Let
C(E) = f dr r 2 (E- V) 2- .

(5)

We see C(E) depends on the interaction potential between A
and B.

Before we evaluate C(E) for the two cases in which we
are interested note that (i) in terms of C(E) now becomes
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N AB _ 87' C5_
3 9
NA N
(k0)

(6)

exp(-E/k0)

Although the factor. C(E) in the final expression of
reaction rate coefficient is cancelled, it is still
interesting and worthwhile to investigate them for the
reason that the encounter rate coefficient Kif is
proportional to C(E).
+
Case 1: Recombination , A=X , B=Y - , the interaction
.
V=-e 2/r is purely Coulombic. We expect the energy level
2
be hydrogenic En=-(e 2/a 0)/(2n2 ) where a crti 2/w , level n
has n 2 degeneracy. Putting in V and carrying out the r
integration we have

C(E)

2
=fdr r 2 (E + e ;,2 =

e

6B( 2,2

)/IE1 5/2

(7)

1E1 5/2 = e 6 /HR (k,e) 5/2

=ne 6 /16

where
5/2
H =16
R

/ 7T

.

(8)

Case 2: Association, A=X 4 , B=Y, V=-pe 2/2r 4 pure
polarized potential, for a ion with an atom (neutral). We
have

4)
) 1/2 = ( Pe 2 3/4 B(`'' 1,
C(E) = jidr r 2 (E + P
2r 4
4iEl 1/4

(9)

2
3/4
/H (k0) 3/4
= (pe /2)
A

where
IIA =40:/B(3/2, 1/4) .

( 1 0)

In both (8) and (10),
11

7
B(2, 21 ) = 2 fsin P-1 cos y-1 0de=
r ( wry )
0
:

is the Beta function which can in turn be expressed in
terms of Gamma function,

r (x).
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APPENDIX B

Ionic Recombination o Rare-Gas Atomic Ions X
with. F in a Dense Gas X

This is a reprint of an anticle appeared in Applied
Physics Letter Vol 32, page 327-329, March 1978.
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Ionic recombination of rare-gas atomic ions X' with F in a dense-gas X' )
M. R. Flanneryb)
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics. University of Colorado and National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, COI011do 80309

T. P. Yang
School of Physics, Georgia Institute of 7 echnoloey. Atlanta, Georgia 30332
(Received 17 October 1977; accepted for publication 5 January 1978)

Rates for the recombination processes X +F"+ X--..XF•+ X, (XFalle, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) at 300 K are
calculated for pressures of the background gas X in the range —0.1-50 atm. Rates as high as
(2-7)x 10" cm'sec are obtained fur pressures 1-5 aim of Xe—die, and in general decrease with
increasing ionic mass, except at law gas densi:ies.
PALS numbers: 34.50.Lf, 34.70.+e

Laser action has been obtained in many experiments'
based on the excitation of rare-gas X-fluorine F 2 mLxtures at 1-2 attn by high-energy electron beams, The
lasing transitions originate on excited molecular states
of XF• [2 '11 and 2
without spin-orbit coupling, as in
Bond's case (a), or III 1, Iii and IV with spin-orbit
Coupling, as in Hand's case (c)1 predominantly ionic in
Character at intermediate nuclear separations (2-10 A),
and they terminate on the dissociative or slightly bound
XIE* and 1 =H states with covalent products X
+ FePii23/2 ). Efficient scaling cf these lasers to high
average power requires detailed knoviteige of the mechanisms for the production and quenching of these excited
states. These states for high-density gas mixtures are
formed directly''' by the ionic recombination process

10+ F" +X —XF* + X (X

He, Ne,Ar, Kr, Xe)

(1)

involving positive ions X' produced by electron-impact

ionization

original formula of Natanson for all N. Application of
the more accurate low-density quasiequilibrium treatment of Bates and Flannery' is at present under way but
is extremely time consuming.
In the low-density limit, deactivation of the ion pair
is brought about by collision with the third (gas) bodies.
As the ions approach from infinity to a distance R of
one another under their mutual Coulombic field, Thomson° assumed that the gain (e2/11) in kinetic energy of
the ion pair over the original therpial value (ItT) at
temperatie•e T is completely last 4a a single strong
collision with the neutral, with the possibility, therefore, that bound ion pairs" (with negative relative energy)
can be formed for ion-ion separations R R r .(2e2/3kT),
Eventual electron transfer in the bound systems completes the recombination. Thus Thomson' s approximatime to the recombination rate at gas density N yields
o r (cm' sec') = (n14)(PT/M„) 1 / 2/3 (R i., N),

"e+X(* ) —;+X• +e5

(2)

of rare-gas atoms in their ground and metastable states
and negative ions F" formed by dissociative attachment

(4)

where P is the density-dependent probability for a collision between a neutral and a pair of ±ive tons with reduced mass M, and separation R R. The probability
for a single ion-neutral encounter within R T is, 1O for a
Straight-line trajectory,
.

es+F2

—

F

(3)

of the slow ejected electrons e 5 in reaction (2) with F 2 .
Various theories of ionic recombination have been reviewed recently by Flannery."•" The treatments range
from the simplistic models of Langevin,s Thomson,"
and Natinson' to the more elaborate quasiequilibrium
statistical approaches of Bates and Flannery' who have
shown for equal mass constituents that the former
simple methods are capable of predicting a, the recombination coefficient, to within a factor of 2 when compared with their more detailed treatment.
In the absence of any information on reaction (1), the
purpose of this letter is to provide n as a function of
gas density N with the aid of a modification" to the

"Work sponsored by U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration, Division of Laser Fusion, under contract
V40 - 11 - 5002,

I'Visiting Fellow, 1977-1978 on leave from Georgia Institute of
Technology.
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w(xi )=1 —(1/24)[1 — exp(— 2x 1 )(1 +2a.1 )1,
xi e--XdR,.., 1=1, 2

(5)

where k, (1=1, 2) are the mean free paths of the titre
in the gas. Thus, the overall probability P that an ion
pair with separation sf? r collides with the neutral is

P(R r,N)= w(;)+w(x2 )— te(xdfv(x 3 ) —11i r (x 1 + kV),
low N
—1

high N
(6)
since w(xdie(x 2 ), the chance that both ions collide simultaneously with the neutral has already been counted
twice in tiled w(x 2 ).
In the limit of high gas densities N, however, the
Thomson formula is invalid since the speed of approach
of the Ions becomes limited by the speed of diffusion and

0003-G951/78/3205 032 7500 50
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random drift. in this region, the recombination rate is
controlled by the mobilities, K, and K„ 3f the tive tons
in the gas and is given bys:"
cry = 4ffe(K,

where the added subscript N to o r and al, denote the
respective modifications of Natanson to the equations
[(4) and (7)] of Thomson and Langevin, respectively.
For ions of mass M, and M2 and mean free paths A,
and A, in a gas of mass M„ the Natanson result can
be suitably generalized to give"

a„9+-ir[r24w(x,)C,E i +rw(x2 )C2E2 -r;w(Ydul(Y 2)-5)

x(8klYTM,0 1 ",

(9)

where
3
C1 9+-1 +264

E .exp

1"
r(v 2 ) +X(v 5 ) r(v;) + X(e;)

(2,
2, i=1
).4 = ( 1600/e)(M ok T/2zr K,(1 ■1,/N)x

+,11 3 )`

9'2),

y4 =r4,44 , S rnin(CIE„ C2E2 ).
This result differs from the original formula (4) of
Thomson in that (a) it introduces different massdependent and density-dependent trapping radii,

+ 1 2151 ) II2
- -

-

3k7'Ai

-

,

i=1, 2

(1 2)

designed so that arbitrary mass ions are incapable of
separation to (r, + x,), where they suffer their next
collision, rather than to infinity: (b) it makes allowance
for Coulombic rather than linear trajectories by the
intorduction of a multiplicative focusing factor
C i = [1 + (1/kT)j:1"ki e 2 dr/r"]: (c) it acknowledges that
ions with separations (r, + Ad just before entering the
collision sphere have densities a factor of
+
hif;her than at infinite
separation; and (d) it acknowledges different masses
by the introduction of a mass-variable parameter 8, .
(The original Natanson formula' for equal mass is
obtained by setting 4, =„). An analogous modification of
the Langevin formula (7) yields,

CIL N =4ACEK, /(1 -

While measured values of K, are in general used
here in Eqs. (9)-(13), the polarization formula"

+K2/(1 - Ei t )1..

(17)

in terms of the polarizability p of the neutral, and of the
(10)

and where
=

(16)

where K, are the reduced measured mobilities"'" (in
erre/V sec) of the ions in the neutral gas, M,, is the
ion-neutral reduced mass, and Nz. is Loschnntles
number density (2.69X IV cm"' at STP). The factor of
2 in Eq. (16) specifically acknowledges the fact that the
single strong ion-neutral (X'-X) encounter required in
this theory for recombination is controlled by the
charge-transfer process (14).

) .1 / 2 c in:7V sec
„13.87[p(P )M , 3 (0 ,6.1-1

4- M2 Y(M

x1 =r1 /A4 ,

,

1, t=2

3r,

- (1 - F;)

(15)

in which the speeds of r and X are changed from v,
and v, to vf, and v4, respectively. Since the cross
section for (V-X) diffusion is twice that for prccess
(14), then the mean free paths A, 2 in Eqs. (11) and (12)
for the positive and negative ions can be obtained from
the expression'

245,xi

F 2M,M,M,(M +M,+ M )

8

1- 3

for the positive ions, and by the elastic encounters

(8)

aX = &Vs +

(14)

r(fast) X(slow) X(fast) 4- 'X'(slow)

(7)

result originally due to Langevin' (without knowledge
of the quantum process), but presented rather elegantly
by Bates."
the recombination rate
Since X' and K, , , vary as
a increases as N for low gas densities N and decreases
ikr i in the limit of high N. A unified theoretical treatment linking the (microscopic) low-density regime regime with the (macroscopic) high-density region is
difficult but Bates and Flannery' have shown that the
result of Natanson,' who gave a solution to the problem,
could be written as

r

For atomic neutrals X, the energy reduction is mainly
determined by the symmetrical resonance charge•
transfer precr3s

(13)

ion-neutral reduced mass Al j , provides reasonable
estimates, especially for the heavier rare gases.

Accordingly, tho recombination coefficients c, are
here determined for processes (1) as a function of
neutral-gas density N with the aid of formulas (8)-(13)
and (16). While the recombination, in principle,
populates all the excited molecular states, we assume
that the branching ratio to the lowest excited states
2 2 E and 2 'n (with ionic character) is effectively
unity. The results are displayed in Fig. 1 which
exhibits the characterisitic N' increase of a at low
densities N, followed by maxima (2.0-7.0)x 10 -8
t in the range 1-5 atm, and the predictedcm'se
40 c

30
N.

i

°

1
10
N/N,

.1-..-

0.0 1 155

L
10

2.0

0 5 10 15 70 75 30
N/H L

FIG. 1,

a, as a function of the neutral-gas density N, for

ionic recombination co CifICICaS Of (CM' sec' [ ) for the
Ne, i%r, Kr, Xe) as a
funetionof neutral-gas density N (in units of Losehmidt's number N,, (2.69 x 10 19 (M l ). Gas X as Indicated on each curve.

arbitrary species.

Note the rates for the lie case have been divided by 1.6.

Thus the combination (8) of Eqs. (9) and (13) yields
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processes ,r 4 F' ix-- xi"
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lel decrease in the hien-density limit. acre, cy as In
Eq. (7) Is directly proportional to the m.ini of the
mobilities and hence decreases systermitleally as the
gas is varied from lie-Xe.

TABLE 1. Three-body recombination rates es (10 -6 em 1 sec -1 )
for ths procea;ra .4-* i r 4- X - xt:' 1. X, (X' Ile,Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe)
as a function of gas density N at :100 K. L •w-density limit is
cry Niisli, (10 -6 cm' sec -1 ).
Ile

Ne

Ar

Kr

0.1

0.691

0.2
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2,8
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5
6
7
8
9
10
20
30
40
50

1,110
1.990
2.717
3.333
3.864
4.327
4.732
5.088
5.400
5.674
5.912
6.118
6.296
6.447
6.574
6.801
6.920
6. . 958 °
6.'933
6.756
6.485
6.174
5.853
5.541
3.392
2.368
1.737
1.441

0,315
0.601
1.107
1.541
1.913
2.232
2.502
2.728
2.914
3.064
3.180
3.269
3.332
3.373
3.345
3.492°
3.366 "
3. 1 7
3.0
3.028
2.755
2.499
2.270
2.071
1.899
0.998
0.670
0.503
0.403

0.817
1.434
2.312
2.867
3.197
3.36.4
3.417°
3.393
3.321
3.219
3.101
2.976
2.850
2.725
2.605
2.491
2.233
2.013
1.827
1.669
1.417
1.228
1.082
0.906
0.872
0.439
0.293
0.220
0.176

0.597
1.061
1.739
2.173
2.420
2.528
2.541°
2,492
2.409
2.306
2.197
2.086
1.979
1.877
1.781
1.692
1.495
1.334
1.200
1.089
0.916
0.789
0.692
0.616
0.554
0.277
0.185
0.139
0.111

Of

6.340

3.305

9.579

1,936

Waif, a

The low gas-density limit to Eq. (9) is

a =I, (C 1 6?Al + C253)(2c 2/34.
X (80YAM12) 112

(18)

exhibiting a more complex variation with masses which
tends to overcome the implicit variation of the
mobilities. The relatively larger rates a displayed for
He originate from the fact that ALL < ,14 (with consequent
greater approach speed) and, at higher N, from much
larger mobilities in lie. As the gas is varied from
He-Xe, the maximum decreases and shifts from 5
atm towards smaller pressure (1.2 atm), an effect due
to the competition between slower approach speeds and
lower mobilities.
Finally, it is worth noting that results we recently
Obtained from the more elaborate quasiequilibrium
treatment at low gas densities alone yields
a= 3.00 x 10 -6 (N/Nz, ) and 3.66 x 10 -"(:V/N1 ) for the Ne
and Xe cases, to be compared with the corresponding
values 3.31 x 10 -6 (N/Nr, ) and 3.78 x10 -6 (N/NL ) of the
present treatment in the low-density limit, thereby
indicating that the present model yields fairly accurate
results for different ionic mass ratios. Also results
Obtained from Eq. (9) with 6 1 =4, the original value of
Natansen,' were within 20% of those in Fig. 1 for
densities N>NL .
So that the present results be used in the kinetic
codes for the modeling of rare-gas-halide 'asers,
we have presented in Table I the calculated recombination coefficients ei over a wide range ( - 0.1-50
atm) of pressure. Note that in the high-density limit,
the A" dependence of a is exhibited.

0.4

Xe
0.351

0.662
1.193
1.592
1.849
1.978
2.010°
1.978
1.909
1.820
1. 725
1.629
1.536
1.449
1.369
1.294
1.134
1.005
0.900
0.813
0.681
0.585
0.512
0.455
0.410

0.2.05
0.137
0.102
0.082
3.777

'NL is Loschreidt's number (2.69 x10 11 ern -3), the number density at STP.
°Indicates peak value.
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APPENDIX C
Ionic Recombination of Rare-gas Molecular Ions X 2
with
in a Dense Gas X
•

This is a reprint of an anticle appeared in Applied

Physics Letter, Vol 32, page 356-357, March 1978.
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Ionic recombination of rare-gas mokicatiar ions X 2 with
F- in a dense gas Xa)
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+ X—. fX,F1• + X, (X-1-: HeNc,Ar,Kr,Xe) are calculated
Rates for the recombination processes X
at 300 K for pressures of the background gas X up to 50 atm. We find rates as high as (2-6)x 10"
mesa" for pressures of 1-8 atm as the gas is vaned from Xe to He. The rates are somewhat smaller
than those for the corresponding cases involving atomic icns.

PACS numbers: 34.50.Lf, 34.70. +e

The upper molecular states of RgF* in rare gas—
fluorine (RgF) laser systems operating at high gas
densities (1-5 atm) can be populated [-' by the threebody ionic recombination process
Re + F" + Rg (RgF)*-+ Rg

its contribution is nevertheless acknowledged by the
dissociative channel (5b).

(1)

involving positive ions produced by electron-impact
ionization
7+ Re* )

By application of the theory already presented in a
previous report,' we have obtained, for processes (5),
recombination coefficients a (cm' sec - ') defined in
terms of the rate of ion loss by
dN'

Re +

(2)

of rare-gas atoms in the ground and metastable states
and negative ions F" formed by dissociative attachment

e,+F2 — F+F"

(3)

of the slow electrons e, ejected in reaction (2).
'Theoretical rates for process (1) have already been
presented' as a function of gas density N via various
modifications of a treatment due to Natanson.s
However, the recombination also involves molecular
ions Rg; formed by the three-body ion-atom association
process

Rg'+Rg + Rg — Rg: +Rg

dt

= --d7 = - caw- ,

(7)

where • are the number densities of the positive and
negative ions.
In Fig. I are displayed the results a for the recombination of the rare-gas molecular ions with F - in
various background gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) as a
function of neutral-gas density N at 300 K. (N is
normalized to NL , Loschnlidt's number 2.69)(10"
cm', the number density at STP.) The coefficients a
increase with N, exhibit maxima which decrease
systematically with variation of the gas from He— Xe,
front 6 x 10"' to 1. 8 x 10 -6 cm' sec", and which are
located in the pressure range 1•8 atm. At much higher

(4)

with the result that Ions are neutralized via
Rg:+r+Rg— [Rai* +Rg

(5a)

[RgF]* + Rg,

1%4. 4

(5b)

••Xl

where the brackets denote that the product may not
remain bound. The branching ratios to the various
dissociative channels are at present unknown, but
RgF* may well be formed in reaction (5), A related
source of production of RgF" involving the molecular
ions is

Rg; + F' -*RgF* +Rg.

(6)

Although this (mutual-neutralization type) process does
not explicitly require a third body for its completion,

ItWork supported by the 1I. S. Energy Research and Developtnent Administration. Division of Laser Fusion, under contract E(10-1)-5002.
4) VlsItIng Fellow, 1977-78 on leave from Georgia Institute
of Technology.
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FIG. I. Ionic recombination coefficients a (em 3 see'l) for the
processes Al+ Vi ? Fr' r X (.2(
Ne , A r , Kr, Xe) as a
function of neutral-gas density N (In units of Loschmidt's number N. 2.69 x le" cm -3). 'ils! square brackets Indicate that
the molecule 1..X 2 F1' may not remain bound. Gas X is as indicated on each curve. Note the rates for the Ile case have been

divided

by 1. 5.
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TABLE I. Mobilities (cm 2/V sec) of atomic amd molecular Ions
In rare gases X. (Data ;dhoti superscripts it [ruin lief. 6 .)

TABLE R. Three:-body recombination rates a (104 cm 3 see)
for the processes .117.0 Es i• X -' IA',FI* • X (X s He Ne. Ar , Kr, Xe)
as a function of e:,s density N at :.:00 K. Low-density Ilm it Is

X

41,S/ti L (10" cu:' see -t ).

He
Ne
Ar
Kr
Xe

29.5•
7. 05°
3.334
2.24 b
1.694

10.3
4.08
1.52
0.823
0.580a

16.

6.16
1.83
1.22
0. 7 9e

a From Refs. 7 and 8.

From the Langevin formula, see licf. 4.

Hr

Ne

Ar

Kr

Ne

2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5
6
7
8
9
10
20
30
40
50

0.134
0.302
0,583
0.951
1.107
1.356
1. 59 '1
1.833
2,063
2.283
2.508
2.723
2.933
3.137
3.336
3.528
3.980
4.385
4.746
5.055
5.519
5.795
5.914 1'
5.912
5.823
3.950
2.750
2.082
1.671

0.315
0.593
1.070
1.471
1.815
2.113
2.370
2.593
2.783
2.944
3.079
3.190
3.278
3.348
3.399
3.436
3.471
3.445

0.683
1.195
1.925
2.407
2.725
2.924
3.038
3.089
3.096b
3.071
3.023
2.960
2.886
2.806
2.722
2.636
2.421
2.216

0.350
0.619
1.147
1.535
1.825
2.021
2.147
2.209
2.224"
2.207
2.166
2.110
2.046
1.976
1.904
1.822
1.659
1.502

3.379

2.028

1.363

3.287
3.064
2.829
2.604
2.398
2.214
1.189
0.797
0.538
0.479

1.8,59
1.576
1.358
1.188
1.054
0.94-6
0,968
0,512
0.234
0.157

I.242
1.016
0.898
0.786
0.698
0.628

0.192
0.389
0.762
1.114
1.409
1.627
1.765
1.832
1.845b
1.819
1.768
1.704
1.632
1.558
1.985
1.414
1.252
1.114
1.000
0.902
0.646,Ar
0.565
0.502
0.452

0.313

0.226

0.209
0.156
0.125

0.150
0.113
0.090

er g

1.572

3.373

8.061

3.941

1.949

N/N L •
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1.0

1.2

a From Ref. 9.

1.4
1.6

1.8
2.0

gas densities N, a decreases as N' t and is mainly

determined by the sum of the mobilities of the positive

and negative ions in the gas. The coefficients a
therefore exhibit the systematic decrease with variation of the gas from He - Xe, in accord with the
mobility data in Table I. In fact, the He case has
somewhat special significance in that the sum of the
,nobilities in Table I of He; and F - in He is much
larger by between factors of 3 and 23 than the
corresponding sums for the cases involving Ne-Xe.
This characteristic becomes manifest in Fig, 1 by a
much larger a for He at high N, and by the relatively
higher and wider peak displaced to comparatively
higher densities N.
densities, 's is mainly controlled by the
factors' involving the individual masses of the
constituents and mean free paths of the ions the gas.
The variation with masses is quite complex hut, at
low densities, as the gas is varied from He - Xe,
increases, peaks for the Ar case, and then decreases.

2.2

At low

a N,, Is Loschmidt's number (2.69x 10 15 cm -3), the numbers,

density at STP.
' Indicates peak value.

RoknI, J.H. Jacob, J. A. Mangano, and R. Brochu,
Lett. 30, 458 (1977).
2A. M. Ilawryluk, J. A. Mangano, and J.H. Jacob, Appl.
Phys. Lett. 31, 164 (1977).

Appl. Phys.

Finally, we have tabulated the results in Table II in
order that they be available for laser modeling. It is

'For extensive coNerage see Proceedings of the 30th Annual

worth noting that these results are somewhat smaller

Gaseous Electron;cs Conference, Palo Alto, 1977
(unpublished).
'M. R. Flannery and T. P. Yang, Appl. Phys. Lett. 32, 327
(1078).
5 G. L. Natanson, Soy. Phys. -Tech. Phys. 4, 1263 a959).
6H. W. Ellis, It. Y. Pni, E. W. McDaniel, K. A. Mason, and
L.A. Wetland, At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 17, 177 (1976).
Dotan, D. L. Albritton, and F. C. Fehsenfeld, J. Chem.
Phys. 66, 2232 (1977).
2 1. Dolan and D. L. Albritton, J. Chem. Phys. 66, 5238
(1977).
°L. M. Chanin and M.A. Biondi, Phys. Rev. 106, 473 (1957).

at low and intermediate pressures (up to the locations
of the maxima) and are higher at much larger pressures
than the analogous cases' involving atomic ions alone.
This behavior essentially arises from the greater

masses of the molecular ions and from the larger
mobilities of the molecular ions in the various
gases, as indicated by Table I. We also note from Table
II that the pure N"' variation of a with N sets in for
pressures greater than about 10 atm.
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APPENDIX D
Ionic Recombination of Kr

+

and Kr 2 with F

in a dense (but lighter) Buffer Rare Gases

This is a reprint of an article being scheduled to
appear in Applied Physics Letter 33(7), 1 Oct 1978.
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Ionic recombination of Kr+ and Kr+2 with F in dense
buffer rare gasesa )
M. R. Flannoryb)
fruziture for Laboratory Arrrophysica. Univ.:miry of Colorado and National Bureau of Standards.
Boulder. Colorado 80309
desist

T. P. Yang
School of Physics. Georgia Institute of Technology. Atlanta. nileoritia 30332
(Received 23 June 1978; accepted for publication 18 July 1978)
Rates, a, for the recombination of Kr` and Kr; with V" in various buffer rare gases (lie, Ne, Ar, Kr.
Xe) at 300 K are calculated for a wide range of gas pressures. For pressures I 5 alas, the population of
KW' via recombination is greatest for Nc and Ar as third bodies, yielding a-3X 10 - ' cm'scc - I, while for
pressures 210 atm, He is to be preferrcd as a buffer gas.
-

PACS numbers: 34.50.Lf, 34.70.+;
The laser action' observed in systems based on the
excitation of rare gas Rg-fluorine Fl mixtures at
atm by high-energy electron beams origirLates on upper

molecular ions by ion-atom association
Rgi M
Rg' + Fig +

(22E, 2 21) states of Rg}" populated mainly by the
three-body ion-ion recombination process'

so that the upper state is also populated by'

Rg' +

-.-RgF" +X,

Rd+ F- + M

where 8f is any third body, as, for example, a lighter
rare-gas buffer, and terminates in the ground dissociative X 22* states. The positive ions in process (1) are
produced by electron-impact ionization
I+

[RgiFT +M

(1)

—;+ Re+ e,

(2)

Of rare-gas atoms (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) in the ground
and metastable states, with the resulting ejection of
Blow electrons e, which undergo dissociative attachment
with PI, as in

47,4-F2 —F+F"

(3)

to form negative ions F", In the high gas pressures of

interest, the atomic ions are rapidly convened to

s [RgF]*+Rg,

(4)
(5a)

(5b)

where the square brackets denote that the reaction products may not remain bound. The above sequence
(1)—(5) of processes is, by now, well known.
Previous reports'' = have presented theoretical recombination coefficients a (em s sec -1 ) for processes (1) and
(5) as functions of neutral-gas density ,V in cases for
which the rare-gas buffer M is identical to the rare
gas. In most lasers, however, the dominant positive
ions are likely to be heavy rare-gas ions (e.g., Kr`,
Kri) which recombine with F' in a lighter rare-gas
buffer such as He, Ne, or Ar. The purpose of the
present letter is therefore to furnish rates for these
intercombinations, where the third body M is a different species from the positive ion, by application of
our theory previously described, 2-4 and hence complete

the series 2-4 on recombination,
Figures 1 and 2 display the rates a (cm' sec -t ) at 300
K of recombination between Kr' and r in various rare

hors
0

FIG. I. Ionic recombination coefficients a (cm/ sec") at 300 K
for Ke+ F- 4 M-- Krr+ MOT Y: lie, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) as a

function of neutral-gas density N in units of Laschmidt's
number 2,69x 10 9 cm- '. Buffer gas M an Indicated on each
curve.
''Research sponsored by u.

S. Department of Fnerry„ Division of Laser Fusion. under contract EY-11;-ti-d5-50u2,

II VIsIting Fellow, 1977-1978, on leave from Gearyta Institute

of Technology.
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FIG. 2. As In Fig. 1 except for the process Kr;+ r M
(Krirj e + At, where the brackets Indicate that the product

molecule may not remain bound.
0003 6051/70/3307-0574$00.50
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TABLE I. Mobilities (Crf12 /V 9130 of Kr .. Kr; mod V' in various
buffer rare-gases M. (Data without superscripts are
theoretical volces from •o. (171, fief. 2.
Kr;

M

Ka

He

20.2 4

15.5

29.5'

Ne

5.47

5.20

7.05

Ar

2.30°

1.90

3.33°

Kr

0. 823°

1.22`

2. 24

Xe

0.964

0. 604

1.69

'Expt. values fi c,:r. Ref. 5.
°Expt. values from Ref. B.
eExpt. values from Ref. 6.

dExpt. values from Ref. 9.
•Expt, vniuna from Ref. 7.

TABLE 11. Three-body recombination rates 01(10 4 ems sec-1 1
lie, No, Ar,
KO, *
F
.1 + E
for the processe 9 Kr' 7Xe) for various gas densities N at 300 K. Low- and high-don-

alty limits are
NiNe

rt,(N/N L ) amid o.,(AVNI,

He
1.400'1°

0.3

2.8164

0.2

respectively.

gases Mu He - XI: as a function e the buffer-gv.s density
V (in units e Loschmidt's number V L = 2. 69 x10 18 cm -3).
As we see, the lighter gases Ne and Ar yield the highest
re =3 xl0-8 cart s sec t for gas pressures of 1-5 atm,
while / for lie, the lightest gas, rises with V only
relatively slowly to peak at 20 atm. This difference
essentially arises from the much larger mobilities K '
for Kr' and •- in He than in the remaining gases (cf.
Table IL At low gas densities a is proportional 2 to the

TABLE M. Three-body recombination rates

Ck (10 4 cm' sec 1)
for the processes foci+ r + Fig - IKr1 1, 1* + RC (Rg He. Ne,
Ar, Xe). for various gas densities N at 300 K. The square
brackets denote that the molecular Kr 2 F' may not remain
bound. Low- and Idgh-dousity limits are u,(AVAI L ) and
respootively.

He

0. 1

I. 6751°

3. 7551

5.403' 1

2 7951

0.2

4 3.52

16.890

19.564'

-15.408

Ar

Ne

Ar

Xe

3. 6181

6. 6951

5. 550

6. 6781

1. 172

1. 071

0.4

46.70

1.806

0.6

1. 023'1

0. 8

Ne

Xe

N/N L '

1 90

1. 566

1.02
1. 423

1. 577

1. 984

1.374'1

1.884

2.268

I. 727

2. 131

2.455

1.922

0.4

5. 701 4.

1. 165

1.856

0.6

8.657'1

1. 556

2.361

2. 275

0.8

1. 1691

I. 873

2. 676

2. 517

1. 0

1.731 4

1.0

1.479-1

2. 132

2.8'46

2. 591°

1.2

2. 0931

2.331

2. 568

2.021

1. 2

1. 79r1

2.346

2.992

2.557

1.4

2.461` 1

2.491

2. 827

2.045°

1.4

2.123"1

2. 572

3. 046

2.462

1.6

2, 8361

2.620

2.648°

2. 017

1. 6

2.457"1

2. 657

3. 056 e

2. 338

1.8

2.2164

2.722

2.640

I. 956

1.8

2. 799' 1

2. 784

3.035

2.205

2. 0

3. 602- t

2.800

2.612

1.877

2.0

3.149" 1

2.877

2.991

2. 072

2.2

3.994' 1

2. 859

2.572

1. 789

1.2

3.598" 1

2.951

2.932

1.945

2.4

4.392'1

2.902

%.522

1.699

2.4

3.874' 1

3.008

2.864

1.827

2.6

4.796"1

2.931

2.4:.8

1.610

1.6

4.248'1

3. 050

2. 789

I. 718

2.8

6.205' 1

2.948

2.411

1.525

2.8

4.630'1

3.079

2.711

1.618

3.0

5.621' 1

2.956°

2.353

1.445

3. 0

5. 021' 1

3. 098

2.632

1. 527

3.5

6. 6821

2.942

2.210

1. 268

3.5

6. 031 1

3. 105°

2.436

1.334

4.0

7. 77,1 1

2.895

2.073

I. 122

4. 0

7.090"1

3. 079

2. 250

I. 181

4. 5

8. 893 -1

2.629

1.943

1. 003

4.5

8.1941

3.027

2.030

1.057

3

1.003

2.752

1. 618

9. 0511

5

9. 340-1

2.959

1.925

9.551"1

6

1. 238

2.587

1.562

7. 552'!

6

1. 174

2.801

1.661

7.935"1

7

1.472

2.425

1.375

8.471'!

7

1.427

2.632

1.419

6.866"1

8

1.105

2.278

1.205

5.659'!

013" 1

8

1.636

2.453

1.278

C.

9

1. 931

2.146

1.069

5.029'1

1

1. 947

2.300

1. 140

5.346' 1

10

2. 148

2.027

9.596" 1

4. 524' 1

10

2. 206

2.145

1. 027

4. 812'1

20

3.522°

1. 120

4.749-1

2.261'1

7. 421'1

3. 1621

1. sort

2.043

5.553'1

2.3714

1. 1301

50

1.632

4.439"1

1. 896"1

9.043'1

a'

1.670

4. 145

6.277

2.928

a.

8. 152 1

2.219 1

9.481

4. 522

20
30
40
50

a.

.

3.746 5
3.000

1. 143
7.582"1

5. 107-1

2.406" 1

3.4001
2. 549'..

1. 604 1
1. 2031

2.255
1. 802

5.676"1
4. 5371

2. 0394

9.6234

1.391'1

3.967

7.909

6.684

9. 004 1

2. 268 1

1. 019 1

4. 811 •

30
40

2.736

4/Y L Is LoactuniriPs number (2. 69 x 10 11 cm- 3 ). the number

411/ 1, Is LoschrnicIPa number (2. 69 x 10 15 cm -5 ), the number

density at STP.
°The exponent denotes the power of 10 Ly which the entry is to _
ho multiplied.
*Indicates peak value.

density of ST?.
°The exponent denotes the power of 10 by which the entry Is
to be multiplied.
peak value.
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sum of the inverses of the ionic mean free paths X'

in Tables II and III , together with tho associated Limits
at low and high gas densities.

(and hence mobilities), while at high gas densities, a

different (Langevin) mechanism for recombination
'For extensive coverage of references see

yields*
o — .--.4re(K• + EC).
Thus, at high N, a, in Figs. 1 and 2, decreases
systematically as the buffer gas is varied from He -- Xe,
while at the low N< ArE the combined effect of (decreasing) mobilities and of various (increasing) mass-ratio
factors' yields little variation in a for all cases, except
Ile. In conclusion, Ne and Ar are to be preferred for
buffer gases at pressures of 1 - 5 atm, while for pressures 10 atm, He tends to be more efficient for excited - state production. Also, the molecular ions Kr. in
general recombine less fast than the atomic ions Kr',
as expected although the difference is not too significant.

The ton-ion recombination process populates the ionic
excited states with near unit yield' IG for the efficient
rare - gas halide laser systems. So that the rates a be
available as data" for kinetic =dating of the Kr', laser
high pressures, representative values are presented

at
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